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HOLLAND, MICH., SATURDAY, JANUARY

48.
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D., ReUll Dealdr In Dry Goods,
Groceries, etc. ; Notary Pnblic and conveyancer; office and store, cor. 9th and Market street.

wbeklyTbwspapbr,

VAN

mu,

PUTTEN G„ General Dealers. In Dry

V

Goods, Groceries. Crockery,Hats and Caps,
Flour, Provisions, etc.; River st.

DOESBUBGt, Editor and Publisher. IlOONB
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or SUBSCUPTION:— 18.00 psryurli aduaci.
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first-class.

JOB PUINTINO PUOKPTLY AND NEATLY DONE.

Apples, fl bushel ..........
Beans, V bushel .............
Butter, V lb ...............
Clover seed, 9 lb .........
Eggs, fl do/.eu ............

Office of

H., Livery and Sale Stable;
Line to Saugatuck. 9th

8U*e
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street,near Market.
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......

5.25 a. m.
3,35 p.m.

EALD,

R. K., Manufacturer of and Dealer in
Agricultural Implements; commission agent
for Mowing Machines- cor. -lOth A River street.
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OOST, John A. Notary Public. Office in Coramen Council Room*, Vau Landegends block,
Eighth street.

South.

No. 1
p. m. «l m.
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7 50

p. in.

Muskegon

12 15
11 41
11 3(1
11 07
10 40
10 18
9 30

ONE DOLLAR A YEAR.

He

his

so as to

dispense

with the necessity of taking aim after each
separate discharge, and

how

to protect a

gun in permanent or temporary

fortifica-

tions so as to render it practically in-

vulnerable. Either achievement has
hitherto appeared impossible.Herr Krupp,
by associating the two difficulties,separ-

ately insurmjuntahle, has succeeded in
removing both.
The apparatusemployed Is very simple.

opinion on this very sub- valve being turned back by machinery at

replies that

single public

Ferrysburg

2 18
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8 40
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258 9 40
8 85 11 15
3 55 11 45
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Fillmore
AUetran
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confederate debts which
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graphic plct ures of the great
der the head of

the

moment of

firing the next instant re-

verts into its former position, shielding the
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War

in

AMERICAN NEWS

“

solid

been rangements, which, useful in themselves,
South." are yet not indispensable.Thus much

Mr. Hill points out, as has been repeated- for guarding guns and gqnnera. As to
Europe. Un- ly done in these columns, that all such
fixing tbe barrel, this la effected by conclaims are already and effectually prohib necting it with the front plate of the iron
ited by the fourth section of the fourteenth

amendment,which

Y

8th street.

we have

told wore to be pushed by a

areglvon the TejegraphicDespatchesof the week

WALSH, !!., Notary Public, Conveyancer, makes
v
and Insurance Agent. Office, City Drug
Store,

NEWS

embraces special dispatches from all quarters of
the globe, together with unbiassed,faithful and

p

A\

Monday, May 29, 187®.

9olB£ forth.
No. 4

gun

V

Mich. Lake Shore Rail Road.
Effect,

to fix a

tains the idea in any possible contingency interior of the metal apartment as betoro.
The circulation of this popular newspaperhas
VERBEEK, H. W.. A CO., Proprietorsof the more than trcbMd during the past year. It con of claiming pensionsfor confederate sold- There Is also a ventilator to carry off
Phoenix Planing Mill. All Kinds of build- tains all tbe leading news containediu the Daily
iers, pay for their slaves, or any of those the smoke, with a variety of minor aring material furnished at Grand Rapids prices.
Herald,and Is arranged Id handy departments.

L

Taken

had asked

of Hugger Mills: (Steam Saw and Flour
Mills.)near foot of 8th street.

• Mixed trains.
t Dally except Sunday and Monday.
X Daily except Saturday.
| Mondays only.
HoUry Public*
All other trains dally excupt Sundays.
All trains on this road, will be run by Chicago pOST, HENRY D., Real Estate and Insarance
Agent, Notary Public and Gonreyancer;Collime, which is 20 minutes later than Columbus
time.
lections made In Holland and vicinity.

V

officer,

heartily re-echoed by Beu Hill of Georgia, covering of earth ; the back is partly open,
iu a very manly and even statesmnn-likc the front perforated by a hole for the muzletter to an Iowa republicanpaper which zle, closed by a revolving valve. This

points ground to order. 10th street west of River st.
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than one

Iron plates about half a metre thick are
seen. Senator Cockrell’s declar- put together so as to form a little hut,
ation that the southern people don’t ex- large enough to bold gun and gunners.
pect or ask payment of any such claims is Roof and sides are protected by an outer
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international congress, such as has

and many, assembleda few

the pol-

beach, dry ....... .....
openly declare their opposition to the
One square of tun lines, nonpareil,) 75 ..cents
‘-g green ..... I. .. .
Liquor
Dulsn.
for tlrst insertion, and 25 cents for ouch subsewhole business, and even talk of express
Hemlock Bark ..............
quent insertion for any period under three
pork, white oak ..... .......
ly outlawing it by constitutional
amendrpEN HAG E.Wm.. Dealer In all kind* of Liquors, Staves,
months.
Staves, Tierce, “
Beer, Cldar, Pop. Clgsrs, Sardines, and keep@
Heading bolts, soft wood .........
3 M. 6 M. 1 V.
ment, there is not enough <»f the bugaboo
er of a fine Pool Table, No. 50 Eighth street.
... 2 75
(leading holts, hardwood...,.......
8 50
1 Square ....... .......
5 00
8 00
..2 25 left to frighten the most credulousrepubliStave bolts, softwood ...............
.................. 5 O'
8 00 10 00
Wigo&anksriaad Black* aithi.
.. 800 can partisan. And this is just what they
Stave
bolts,
hardwood
..............
................ 8 00 10 00 17 00
10
Railroad tics .........................
to 00 17 00 25 00
l4 Column ............ ......
V'VlJKBMA 4.
C. Wagon and Blacksmith Shingles, A ^ m... .................
200 are doing.
.............. 17 00 25 00 40 00 1
Shop. Horse shoeing and all kinds of repairreferred some time ago to a prop................25 00 40 00 65 00
Jrain, Feed, Eto.
ing done. Eighth Street a few doors west of River.
osition by Senator Cockrell of Missouri,
Wheat, white $1 bushel ...... new
Yearly advertisers have the privilege of three
Corn, shelled V bushel
40
changes.
Kerchaat Tailor*
an ex confederatesoldier,to introduce a
Oats, bushel ............ ........ 25
Business Cards In City Directory, not over three
Buckwheat, V bushel
65 constitutional amendment expressly prolines, $2.00 per annum.
J. W.. Merchant Tailor, and Dealer
Bran, $ ton ....................... 16 00
in ready made clothing and Gents' Furnish
Notices of Births, Marriages,and Deaths pubFeed. » ton .....................
20 00 hibitingpensions to rebel soldiers and
ing Goods.
lished without
,
fllOOIh .....................1 15
the payment of claims for damages done
Barley, #100 lb .............
1 10
An Z before the Subscriber’s name will denote
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#
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B>
..........
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by federal forces. Mr. Cockrell says he
the expiration of the Subscription.Two XX sigFlour, #100 lb .....................
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IVUTKAU A VAN ZOEREN, New Meat Mur- Pearl Barley, # 100 lb ..............3 00
4 uu has no doubt that the southern people will
All advertising bills collectable quarterly
ket, near corner Eighth and Fish Street. All
indorse such an amendment,and rejoice to
Meats, Eto.
kinds of sausages constantly on hand.
Beef, dressed per lb ...................
have the matter settled. He made a speech
IT'UITE.J.,Dealer in all kinds of meats and f«r;<
......................
in Missouri last winter taking this ground,
Lard ................. ...............
vegetables ; Meat Market on 8th street.
Smoked Meat ..........................
and has never beard a word against it,
Ham ............................
Chicago A Michigan Lake Shore R. R.
DER HAAR, H., Dealer In Fresh, Salt,
while he has received many letters approv
Shoulders ....... ..............
and Smoked Meats and Vegetables; paper
Tallow, per lb ..........................
and twine; 8th street.
ing his position and been assured that he
Taken Effect, Tuesday, Jan. 1, 1878.
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...........................
Chickens, dressed per lb ................
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Honey, v lb
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...8 00
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A ALBERTI, Livery and Sale Stable. Potatoes, |1 bushel ..........
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WHOLE
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THE WEEKLY HERALD

the most valuable newspaper in the world, as
the cheapest.
Every week is given a faithfulreport of

declares that “neither

the United States nor any Slate shall
it

Is

sume

as-

but. A ball screwed to the muzzle and
moving in a socket attached to the wall
of the metaiic compartment is stated to
answer this purpose admirably. The rebound is allowed for by the elongating

pay any debt or obligationincurred in aid of insurrection or rebellion
against the United State*, of any claim capacity of the socket; the direction is
or

POLITICAL NEWS,
A NNI8, T. E., Physician; residence, opposite
embracingcompleteand comprehenalvedispatches
8. W. cor. Public Square.
from Washington, includingfull report*ol the for the loss or emancipation of any slave." maintained by tbe firmness of the connectI) EST, R. B. A L. K., Surgeons and Physicians. speeches of eminent politicians on the questions And he declares that he doe* not know of
ing links.
on the hoar.
I> Office at their residence, Ovorysol, Mich.
a
man
in
the
South
who
wants
this
conOn reaching Bredeiar tbe party found
THE FARM DEPARTMENT

T EDEBOBR. B. Physician and Surgeon: Office

stitutional provision changed, it it could tiie iron compartment placed at the end
of the Weekly Herald gives the latest as well as the
street opposite must practicalsuggestions and discoveries relating
be— as of course it can’t.
pnblic square.
of a little valley, surrounded
a range
to the duties of the farmer, hinta for raising Cattle.
Poultry. Grains, Trees, Vegetables, Ac., Ac., with
Georgia senator concludes with of hills of a moderate height.
gun
T KDEBOER, F, S., Physician and Suigeon; suggestionsfor keeping buildingsand farming
office at residence, on Eighth street, uear Chi.
utensilsIn repair. Tnlsls supplementedby a well some words so manly, true and Just that was safely lodged in tbe protectingshed,
A M. L. 8. R. R. crossing.
edited department,widely copied, under the head
should do our reader injustice not to the inventor,with a number of practiced
of
jyjORIUS, 8. L, Physicianand Surgeon. ^Office,
reproduce
them in full:—
THE HOME,
hands, being ready to put his
device

1-J corner Eleventh and River

business firectonj.

by
The

The

AJ

Attcrneyi.

IT

OWARD, M.

11

we

D., Claim Agent, Attorney and

new

Notary Public; River street.

IfC BRIDE, P. H., Attorney and Counselor at
IyA Law. and Proctor in Admiralty.No. 11,

Drug Store.

River street.

0

giving recipes for practicaldishes,hints for making clothing and for keeping np with the latest
fashionsat the loyreat price. Letters from our

“It

is

deeply to be regretted by every

to tbe

proof. When

the officers had taken

true patriotthat so many things are said up their several positions the gun was
Paris and London correspondentson the very by the press and leaders of the respective
pointed at a target placed opposite and
latest fashions.The Home Department of the
O UEUBURNE, S. W., Blendon,Mich., Attorney
Weekly Herald will save tbe housewife more than sections to keep alive a distrust of each fired repeatedly. Though tbe gun was a
at Law and Notary Public. Special attention
Fkotofnpksr.
one hundred times the price of the paper,
given to foreclosure of Mortgagesand collections.
other among tbe people of the different big 15-centlmelrecannon, and tbe target
ONE DOLLAR A YEAR
Office In the Village of Zeeland at the Store of A.
J£IGGIN8,
B. P. the IftujtagPhotographer.GalBulks A Bros.
There is a page devoted to all the latest phases sections. This, in my opinion, is tbe only five metres square, the mechanism,
of the business markets,Crops, Merchandise.Ac.,
greatest sin of this generation,and it is slightly aided by the gunners' skill, sufrpKN EYCK, J., Attorneyat Law and Collecting
Ac. A valuable feature la found in the specially
reported prices and conditions of
tbe most common sin. There ia scarcely ficed to keep the barrel in the original
Agent. Office in Kenyon’s block, 2nd floor,
Silfilin.
River street.
THE PRODUCE MARKET.
a day that I do not read or hear aomelbiog direction.
trifling movement of the
I7AUPELL, H., Mannfactarer of and dealer m
While all the newafromthefiat In to the DisBaakl&f and £x things.
of
the motive* or purpose*, tempers or hand raised or depressedthe barrel at will,
Harness, Tranks, Saddles and Whips; covery of Stanley art, to be found In the Weekly
Eighth street.
Herald, due attention la given to
conduct of the southern people which is the connectinghinges and links being so

OCHOUTKN,

R. A. City Pnysician. Office at D.
R. Meengs’ Drug Store, 8th Sa-eet.

O

A

A

V

J^^SoTbooght^yd ^Ighu*^80!!08,

SPORTING NEWS

not only ontrue, bat which is actually
home and abroad, together with a Story every
Barren.
T'K ROLLER, G. J., General dealer In Tobacco, week, a Sermon by some eminent dlvlnt, Literary, manufactured for the sole purpose of keep,
Musical, Dramatic, Personal and Sea Note*.
Cigars, Snuff, Pipes, etc.; Klghth street.
ing alive tbe passions of the war for mere
I'VE GROOT, L. barber. Hair cutting, shaving,
There Is no paper in the world which containiao
shampoonlug,hair-dyeing, etc., done at reamuch newe matter every week aa the Weekiy Herald, partfson purposes. The truth is the brave
Watofcn ud Jmlry.
sonable rates. Barber shop next door to the City
whieh la sent, postage free, for One Dollar.Yon
men who fought the war and the people
Hotel.
14-ly
may subscribe at any time.
TOBL1N
A
BKKYM
AN,
Watchmakers.
J ewelers,
THE NEW YORK HERALD
who bore its losses have long since agreed
looki aad lutlsairy.
fl and dealers In Fancy Goods ; Corner of Mar- In a weekly form,
It should end. Certain politicians, who
ket
and
Klghth
Street
fff ANTERS, L. T. Dealer in Books, StationONE DOLLAR A YEAR.
IV ery, Cigars,Notions and Toys, opposite
took none of its hazards, who bore none
Papers publishingthis prospectswithoutbeing
Oltj Drag Btore, Eighth street.
authorlxed will not necessarilyreceive an ex- of iu losses, bat who reaped much of iu
change.
i
loota ud nm.
spoil, and who live upon its pasdoos and
Address,
TTEROLD, E., Mannfactarer of and dealer In
owe all of their greatness to iu follies and
Boots and Shoes, Leather. Findings, etc.;
l
o. of o. r.
crimes, are not willing that the war shall
Klghth street.
Holland City Lodge, No. 192,IndepondentOrder
ever end. I hope that all the people of
Broadway B Atm 8t, Vow York.
of Odd Fellows, holds its regular meetings at Odd
Fellows' Hall, HollandMich., on Tnesday Evening
both sectionswill soon learn the plain,
i 'tEED. M. Dental Surgeon; residenceand of- of each week
truthful lesson that no mao is, or can he,
VJ flee on Klghth Street, opposite Bakker * Visiting brothersare cordially invited.
A. Wklto*, N. O.
Van Raaltc.
either a statesmanor n patriot who teaches
N. W. Bacon, R. S.
INERGU80N B. H. Dental Surgeon. Performs
the people of one section to hate or dis1? all operationsappertainingto Dentistry in
HIGH.
trust tbe people of soother section of a
the best style of the art. Office, up stain next
Tibaeoo ufi Olfan.

at

U

__

1

v.

„

Mrito.

U

nun.

_

NEW TORE HERALD,

Office.

GRAXD RATON,

14-ly

r. A A. X.

T. H.

LYON, - - - Proprietor. common

A RaotTLAB Communicationof Unity Lodok,
No. 191, F. A A. M.. will be held at Masonic Hall,
Holland, Mich., on Wednesday evenlngt Jan.
16, at 7M o’clock, sharp.
lAOKSBURG.J.Oi,Dealer In Drags and MediDavid Bibtsch, W. M.
Tha nndervlgned desires to announce te t]
XJ cl nes, Paints and Oils, Brashes,Ac. Phy- O. Bkitmam, Sec'y.
public In general, that he Is now the sole pMpri
sician'sprescription* carefully put up: Klghth at.
tor of Us well-known and popular hotel, at
that he will hereafter give his peieonalattentli
liTEKNGS, D. R., Drag Store. Fine Drag*, Medto the management of the honae and the wan
JfL tcines. Fancy G«mms, Toilet Articles and Perof hia xuexta The bouse has been refitted and i
Notice?.
ferneries.River street.
furnished, and now offers the beat of accommod
tions to the travelingpublic. It contains ISO ban
VAN PUTTEN, Wm., Dealer In Drags, Medlsome and eommodleo* rooms, finy of which et
cines, Paints, Oils, etc. ; Proprietor of Dr.
be had with board at $100 per day, and the i
W. Van Din Hero's Family Medicines ; Eighth St.
malrder at the-nsual price. Having condnctedtl
hotel bailneee In Grand Rapid* for tbe past ai
The undersigned,Dr. L. fi. Best, having teen yean, and thahkful for former patronage,(]
TWrALStl HEBER, Druggist A Pharmacist;a foil
f
stock of goods appertaining to the bnsiness settled in the Hollnnd colony, offers hia proprietor hopes foi a continuance of the same.
Bee advertisement.
The rooms of Sweet’s Hotel are not exce led 1
services us a Physician,Surgeon and Ac
any public house in tbe State, the tables are in
coucbeur
to
the
public
at
large,
and
funitan.
plied with all the marketsafford, and careful atle
whereas he pays particularattention to
K YER, H. A CO., Dealors In all kinds of Fur.fA mture, Curtains, Wall Paper, Toys, Coffius, chronic diseases, and fine surgery, he has
concluded to stop at the City Hotel, In the
nicturo Frames, etc.; River street
City ol Holland, on Saturday of each week,
aneiritl.
where he cun be consulted from 9 a. m.
and postpaid— The
until 4 p. m.
_ Bkvkklv Budget
lALIEPSTRA, A., Groceriesand Supplies; a
L.
E.
BEST,
M.
D.
|«0
to
ga
UaSB
per
werk
to
ofl,
at
ready market for country Produce; a choice
*40 to a;5 (JaBH per werk to oAot hi.ma cr traveling,
hmurtl.ing uew. Address, The Beverly Co, Chicago.
Overysel, Sept. 32, 1877.
stock always on hand; cor. Eighth and Market st.
hngi aad hsdlciin.

Special

Announcemem

i

special

V

NOTICE.

?

F

to

allow of this variation.

Neither solid grenade nor shrapnel case

had any

disturbing influence upon tbe

mads of the
and ingeniously attached to

barrel; and the binget, being
best material

each other, were neither strained nor torn
by tbe rebound. Tbe

firing

wan

at

• dis-

hundred and forty metres.—
[London Tima's Berlin Oormpondsnce,
tance of five

November 14.

Nearly all the army and navy officer*
who have been dismissed from the service,

,

SWEET’S HOTEL

door to Poet

constructedas

SEtyT

FREE

country. We

for any cause, in the last dozen or twenty

yean, are expected to apply Immediately
for rehabilitation.
The success of

Rookie and Burgeon

Major
them

Draper gives

great encouragement, and in fact forty ap-

North and plicationshave been already received.
South have bad differences.Those differ- Among other casea generally known, tha:
eocee have been settled, and neither sUtes- of Fits John Porter, who fell a victim to
men, patriotsnor honest men will do any- Stanton’smagligntty after the removal of
of the

thing to disturb or reopen the settlement, McClellan,
but will do all in their power to reinsUte

is

mutual confidence and good will."— Sprfnfl- worked hard
fleld Repcbticon.*

expected to be brought np.

He has many

influential friends,

to obtain

who

a rehearing during

Grant’s administration, hot failed through

the latter’sprejudice. Porter asks, Hi*
Colonel Robert G. Ingersollhas canunderstood,that the case may be reopened
celled an engagement to lecture at Richso that he may be tried by a coart-msrtU!
mond, Indiana. The gentleman having
which has not been— like that which

the matter in charge has published tbe

correspondence.He insistedthat

lecture should not contain anything of an
anti religious
that

or

Stanton packed— “organized to convict.’’

the

anti-Christian character

There Is ao extensive emigration movement going on in Indiana Last week

would not be tolerated there, and also the third colony left Indianapolisfor Mis-

demanded a guaranty,whereupon Colonel sissippi. Over five hundred immigrants
Ingersoll wrote to him that he would not are said to have left Indianapolisfor Holly
lecture in Richmond upon any such terms. Springs,Mississippi,during the year.

y

'

A

'

P

if

t'*'

the Fenian movement in 1865 against
Canada, and thus acquired national fape, especially among Irishmen.
part in

THE

tfOETH.

A Nashville (Tehn.) dispatchsays a fright*

HOLL TO

CITY.

pued team backed a wagon containing Mrs.
Morris GoodJoe and four children off the
bridge over the Obion river, resultingin the

MICHIGAN.

THE EAST.
vil-

week. John Haddock, craaed by love and jealousy,shot and

lage of Ferndale, Pa., last

killed the object of his affections, Miiw Lizzie

Da'ds, a beautiful and accomplishedyoung
lady, and then blew his own brains out
. J.
H. Young, a Now York stock broker, has been
robbed of $100,000 worth of bonds by some
ingenious thief, who entered his office and
cabbaged them in broad daylight
.

.

.

Thz PittsburghSavings Bank has closed its
.Up to the
5th inst fourteen bodies had been recovered
from the ruins of the Barclay street New
York, candy factory. The cause of the disaster still remains a mystery...... Indictments
have been returned by the Grand Jury
of Hartford,Ct, against Wslkely, White,
doors ; liabilities about $190,000.

.

for investments in it

through national Pasha

is in retreat It is reported that the
Strange Experfencejofa Duelist.
third line of defense,the Balkan range, will
.The late Alexandre Grailhe,whose rebe abinaoned without a struggle, aud that
whatever decisive fighting occurs hereafter mains were brought to thiadty from Euera! penitentiaryin Maryland. Goodridh waa will be on the plains of Itoumriia.
rope in the steamship Nuremburg, had
a dork iu the disbursingoffice of the Interior
The
Turks
have
evacuated* Sophia. . .The a singular and rather unplesBant experiDepartment, and was charged with forgery of
Journal de St. Petergburg says Russia could ence on the field of honor in his younger
the pay-aooountsof his associates.
.

the interest of peace itself, do other- days. Like all adventurons young
wise
than
refuse all intervention, and make it Frenchmen, forty years ago, he could
A dispatch from Halifax, N. 8., says the
A dispatch from Austin, Tex., to the Gal- ahip Nobro, from Casoumpec, Prince Edward’s dearly understoodthat peace must be dis- not avoid involvmenfc in some of those
cussed between the belligerents.
numerous personal affairs which were
veston Netog says : “ Gen. Reynolds, of the island, has been lost, with nine men on board.
An important victory was gained byGourko’s then so frequent between lYenchmen 1
Rangers, and a squad of his men, acting as Three of the bodies washed ashore at New
commaud over the Tmks, near Sophia. The and fiery young Creoles. With two very
Frege.
peace officers, attemptedto arrest three neThe General Superintendent of the United latter lost 1,000 in killed, while unsuccessfully prominent and gallant gentlemen of the
groes, chirged with felony, In Menard county.
They were resisted, and killed the negroes. States Life-SavingService has submittedhis attempting to surround a brigade of cavalry latter race Mr. Grailhe became engaged
and five infantry battalions. As an offset to in controversies which led to meetings
One Ranger, named McCarry, was wounded.’’
annual report of the operations of that service
this, the Turks announce the destructionof a
....Portionsof Virginia had a severe earthon the field of honor*
for the last fiscal year. The report shows that
quake shock on the 3d inst
Russian foroe, near Erzeronm, which had been
there have been during the year 134 disasters
In the first instance the duel was
engaged in destroying telegraph line*. The
WASHINGTON.
to vessels within the limits of the operationsof
Russians lost only twenty-fivemen in occupy- fought with swords, and the unfortunate
the service. On board these vessels there
The January statement of the public debt is were just 1,600 persons. Estimated value of ing Sophia, but a nortion of their forces suf- Frenchman was run through the body,
fered terribly in advancing through the moun- and not only suffered greatly from his
as follows :
the vessels,$1,986,744 ; and of the cargoes,
tains. About 1,000 of them were severely
wound, but exhibited for two years
Bixper oent. bonds ..................$ 748,667,200 $1,306,588. Number lives saved, 1,461 ; lost,
frozen, and more than fifty died.
Five per oent. bond* ..................
703,266,660 39. Amount of property saved, $1,713,647 ;
afterward the effect of the injury in a
Four and a half per cent, bonds. ...... 200,000.000 amount lost, $1,579,685.
London dispatches of the 9th state that Encertain inclination of hie body which
Four per cent, bonds ..................
74,000,000
gland
has advised the Porte to accept the RusBobned : The Vulcan iron works, Cairo,
was not natural, owing to the internal
Total coin bond* .................$1,726,933,850 HL, loss $15,000; the malt house of B. M. Grer- sian peace preliminaries...A Constantinople
abscess resulting from the wound. Some
der A Co., Harrisburg, Pa., loss $70,006; Wood dispatchBays that after two days’ sanguinary time after he engaged in his second renLawful moD'-y debt :
Navy pension fund at 3 per cent ...... $ 14,000.000 A Co.’s furniture warerooms, New York, loss fighting, Hafiz Pasua, commanding the Novi- conter, in which he received the bullet
Bazar Division, had reoocupied Kurflclmmeja.
Matured debt:
$26,000; several houses at Salem, N. J., loss
The Servian loss was considerable. Evonb of hie adversary right through his body.
............................
$ 21,612,240 $50,000.
Legal tenders . ......................
850,007,308
Pasha, commanding the civil guard at Novi- Strange to say, the beneficent missile
Certificate* of deposit .................
32,830,000
The GovernmentCommission to be appoint- Bazar, also defeated the Servians, pursuing passed right through the former wound,
Fractionalcurrency ...................
17,764,108
ed to investigatethe recent disturbances in them to the frontier, bBrning six of their mili- opening the abscess which threatened
Coin oertifleate* ..................... 36,424,900
Texas is intended to be a secret affair— so tary Htations, aud dsiirojing their intrench- the estimable gentleman's liie; and, by
ments.
Total without interest ........ ..... $ 434,626.317
moch so that not even the names of the Cominflicting a new, severe and painful
GENERAL FOREIGN NEWS.
missionerswill be disdosed.
wound, not only cured him, but had the
l***'*............ ............ $2,196,372,407
Total Interest .........................
37,430.285
Advices from Lima, South America, give
Stanley, the African explorer, has ar-

GENERAL.

not, in

drowning of the four children.

THE MEWS COyPESSED,
A hbockinq tragedy was enacted in the

facility

.

Wiggin and Furber, late officersof the Charter
Oak Life Insurance Com pan v, for conspiracy
to defraud policy-holders ...... CapL A. H. Bogardus has just accomplished at New York the
remarkable feat of breaking 5,000 glass balls
inside of 500 consecutiveminutes, with 19 minutes and 25 seconds to spare ....... Clarence
Boyle, one of the first “ Molly Maguires” convicted, has escaped from the Eastern (Pa.)
penitentiary. He was under a ten-years’ senCash In treasury-coin ................
$ 139,618,405 particulars of the loss of the steamer Atacama,
tence, and had served about four.
Cash In treasury-currency ...........6,498,815 on the Chiliancoast, some weeks ago. In all,
The returns of the State census of New Currencyheld for redemptionof fraoit is estimated that 101 persons were drowned.
York show that the total populationof the
Twenty-ninewere saved. The ship was on a

of straightening bis person to a
and exact perpendicularity, bo
that his carriage appeared even unnaturally stiff and haughty.
Quite a similar experienceof the effect
of wounds is related by Dr. Guthrie in
his celebratedwork on gunshot wounds,
of that distinguished British chieftain
who received his death wound on the
plains of Chalmette in tbe memorable
battle on the 8th of January, 1815. We
refer to Lieut Gen. Sir Edward Packenham. In the attack by the British at the
close of the last century on the French
fortificationson the island of Martinique,
Col. Packenham, who led the storming
party, received a musket-ball, which
passed through his neck. He recovered
irom the wound, but was for some years
afterward very marked by it, bearing his
head with a strong inclination to one siile
of his body.
Seven or eight years subsequently
Packenham was the second man to ascend
the ladders which had been established
against the walls of Bada:os, in Spain,
in the brilliant assault of the British on
that fortified town, aud was again shot
through the neck, the ball entering on
the opposite side to that of his old
wound, and passed apparently through
the same track. On recovering his neck
was brought into its original erect and
natural position.—
Orleans Demo
effect

rived at Cairo, Egypt, where

ho

was rigid

magnificentlyentertained by the Khedive.

.

.

.

The Adwrliser hears, ou reliable authority, that
officical information nan been received in St.
10'00°'“0
State is 4,698,958, of whom 1,195,658are for
certificates of deposit ...............32,830,000 trip from Valparaisoto Callao. She struck at
Petersburg that the Chinese have massacred
8 p. m., when the majorityof the passengers 15,000 men, women, and children in the Kashtign-bora. The total State debt Jan. 1, 1875,
Total in treasury...,......... $ 187,847,250 were below, and so instantaneous was the garian town of Manas; committing most frightwas $244,079,859.from which should be d."
ducted a sinking fund of $32,508,855. . .Heavy Debt leu cash In treasury ........... $2,045,955,442 breaking up of the ship that do time was given lul atrocities.... A terrific explosion of gunto gain the deck. The passengerswere mostly powder recently occurred at Montevideo, 8. A.,
galee are reported on the east Atlantic coast, Decrease of debt during December....71,623
Chilians, journeying between the ports.
resulting in the killing and mortal woundingof
Decrease
since
June
30.
1877
...........
14,202,780
resulting in considerable damage to shipping
Immigration statisticscompiled at the port some sixty or seventy officera and soldiers.
and some loss of life.... The merchants of Bonds issued to Padflc Railroad Oompa.
v les interestpayable in lawful money;
New York are discussingthe question of abolThe uneasiness in France at the prospect
principal outstanding ...............64,623,512 of New York show that 54,536 immigrants
ishing the system of sending out “ drummers. Interestaccrued and not yet paid ...... 1,938.705
came iO this country via New York during 1877, that England would seize upon Egypt was so
The committee of New York Aldermen ap- Interestpaid by the United States ..... 35,957,629
a number 16,729 less than that reached in the great as to lead to a diplomaticcorrespondInterest repaid by transportation of
pointed by the Council to investigate the Tweed
mails, etc .....
............... 9006 189 previousyear, and a decrease from the year ence ou the subject. A note of inquiry was
1866 of 178,882 souls.
ring robberies hava presented an extensivere- Balance of Interest paid by United ' ’
recently addressed by the French Government,
8Utea ...............................
26,951.439
and, in response the British Minister of Forport. In conclusion, they give their opinion
POLITICAL.
eign Affairs gave the most positive assurance
Bumneb Howahd, formerly of Michigan, has
that there is sufficient evidence to enable
PrehidentHayxs has been interviewed by that England had no intention of helpthe corporationto defend actions now resignedhis posiUon of United States District
pending against them to an amount aggre- Attorney in Utah ...... Alexander Stephens’Com- a WashingtonPost representative, and is thus ing herself to the land of the Pnaraohs....
reported : “ Without referring specificallyto Gen. Grant arrived in Egypt on the 5th inst.
gating at least $2,000,000: also, that there
mittee on Weights and Measures is going to
are no legal obstacles in the way of a vigorthe
New York appointments, but evidentlv He was saluted by Turkish vessels in the
ous prosecution,which they recommend, of report a bill making the metric system obliga- having them in mind, he observed that he had port, the bands playing American national airs.
such ring thieves as are still living in the tory in all governmentaltransactions. Mr. not been moved by the action of the Senate During the visit the Khedive’s barge and the
city in the enjoyment of their stolen goods. Stephens is positive that the system is going to either to abate bis desire of carryingout the other vessels manned the yards, displayed
The report was accepted,and, in consideration be adopted, sooner or later, by all civilized policy generally known as civil-service reform, American flags and salutedwith great eutfiunations, and thinks that the United
siasm. The Khedive offered the use of his
of the portionof it which treatedof Tweed’s
States ought to take it up promptly...... or to despair of final success in the selection of palace in Cairo to Gen. Grant during his stay
fate aa too harsh in comparison with the uninstrumentalitiesto that end. Ho would
warrantable leniency to his associates,the The following comparative statement of the neither deny nor affirm the statements that there, and a steamer to navigate the Nile was
condition of the United States Treasury Jan. 1.
Rome dispatch
Council passed a resolution in favor of Tweed’s
had been made iu the press relativeto his placed at his service....
1877, and Jan. 1, 1878, has been issued from
states that the Pope continuesto improve in
release, the voting being 17 to 7. The condidesign
of
greeting
Congress
next
week
the treasury :
health, aud his physician is now of the
tions are that Tweed surrender his property as
with a special message on that subject, but
, BALA5CZ8.
opinion that his Holinesswill soon rehe has agreed, and hold himself ready as a
it was true that ho intended to exhaust
1877.
1878.
cover the use of his legs....
diswitness. The total amount of the ring rob- Currency ..............
9,483,860
5,498.844 his constitutional powers in the promotionof
patch from Constantinople states that, if
beries is estimated by the Aldermen at $50
Special fund for resuch reforms. The most remarkable thing he
Russia rejects mediation,Turkey will await the
demption of fraction000,000, $1,000,000 of which has been reco\
said was that no plea or remonstrance based
al currency ...................
ered.
10,000,000 upon purely partisan considerations would have meeting of the British Parliament before makSpecial deposit*legal
any weight with him, no matter by whom ii ing direct overtures to Russia.... Five thouM. Radeb A Sons, tobacco dealers,New. tenders for redempsand more troops have sailed from Egypt for oral.
might
be made, and that he attached importion certificate* of deYork, have failed. Liabilities, $180,000; asTurkey. A furtherreiuforcementis preparing.
tance
to
those
representations
only
which
were
. PoatL .................
31/00,000
32,830,000
sets, $87,000.^.1).A. Brigham A Co., exten- Coin .................... 96,517,418
romparatire Value of Woods.
The French held their municipal elections on
139,518,415 put upon the ground of the generalpublic welCoin
oertifleate*
........
47,
280,000
It is a great convenience to know the
sive dealers in clothing,Springfield, Mass., are
33,424,900 fare. He intimated that there had been of Sunday, the 6th lust. The republicans*eem
Coin le*a coin certifl“ embarrassed.”Their liabilitiesare $250,000.
late a cessation of party appeal to him, which
comparative value cf different kinds of
“t«i .................. 49,287,418
106,033,505 was a relief, because his love for the name of to have carried everything. In Paris they
. .Theodore R. Wetmoro, late Vice President
Oatstanding called
wood for fuel Shell-barkhickory is reelected
seventy-six
councilors
out
of
eighty.
of the Security Life Insurance Company, has
Republican and his reverencefor the earlv trabond" ................
11,021,990
30,745,300
garded as the highest standard of our
been convictedon a charge of conspiracy,in Other outstandingcoin
ditions of his party were so strong that it was
forest trees, and, calling that 100, other
making false reports of the condition of the
UabiliOee ............. 8,598,729
not
easy
or
pleasant
to
him
to
resist
ap5,907,346
The ilan£iuan,s Work for 1877.
Outstanding legal-ton- <
institntion.
peal made for their sake, particularly when
trees will compare with it for real value a <
ders .................
366,055,084
349,943.776 such appealscame from men whom be had alTHE WEST.
The hangman’s record for the past as fuel for house purposes as follows:
Ontstandingfractional
ways delightedto honor. But the responsibiliA frightful accidentoccurred iu the vidni
currency .............26,348,206
17,764,108 ties of his position placed duty above personal year shows that 83 murderers were Shell bark hickory, 100; pignut hickory,
38,066,820
95; white oak, 84; white ash, 77: dogty of Negaunee, Mich., on the morning of Jan. Outstanding silver coin. 25,340.167
feelings, and, in his effort to keep the faith of hanged in the United States. Of this
Total debt leu cash in
wood, 75; scrub oak, 73; white hazel,
2, by wbkh seven men lost their lives and sevhis
inaugural
with
the
whole
people,
he
should
number
47
were
white,
34
colored,
1
Intreasury,..........
2,092,921,241 2,045,955,442
not hesitate
to proceed contrary
oontrarvto the advioe
urivi™ dian and 1 Chinaman; 4 were hanged for 72; apple tree, 70; red oak, 67; white
eral others were slightly injured. The Lake Reduction of debt since
teto
Jnly 1 ...........
6,618,103
Shore Nitro-Glyoeriue
Company were preparing
14,202,780 of individual*, however dear to him they might
indecent assaulte, 1 for burglary, 8 for beech, 65; black birch, 62; yellow oak,
107
102.81 be personally, whenever It setmed to him or his
a car-load of nitro-glycerine
for shipment by Market value of gold
60; hard maple, 59; white elm, 58; red
Importa twelve mouths.
railroad to the Republican mine, and while the
constitutional advisers, or rather to the collec- wife-murder, 1 for filicide and 1 for fraending Nov. 30 ...... 411,784,784
482,150,573
cedar,
56; wild cherry, 55; yellow pine,
tricide.
There
were
three
double
exeexplosive was being loaded, bv some means Exports twelve months
tive judgmentof his administratton,
that»uch
wholly unknown, the entire lot of 4,800 pounds
advice
was
contrary
to the letter and spirit of outions, one triple, two quadruple, and 54; chestnut, 52 ; yellow poplar, 51 ;
ending Nov. 30 ...... 575,651,088___
___
622,545,282
exploded with a terrificcrash, demolishing the • Increase of debt for December, 1876, $3,585,142
the rromises he had made to the country. The one in which six men were hanged. Not butternut and white birch, 43; white
oar, engine, and everything within a radius of decrease, 1877, $71,628.
whole tenor of the conversationwas to the efa single woman was hanged; the only pine, 30. It is worth bearing in mind
500 feet The concussionshatteredthe
The President has appointedUlysses 8. fect that Mr. Hayes regardsthe situation with one sentenced to death, Mrs. Louisa that in woods of the same species there
jlass of nearly all the stores in Necalmness, and has been at no time less inflexiGrant, Jr., United States District Attorney for
ble in bis purposes than now.”
Lawsar, of Virginia, had her sentence is a great difference, accordiug to the
gaunec, and all
dwelling-houses
were left without a single window-lightun- the Eastern District of New York. . .It is unThe Maryland Court of Appeals decides that commuted to imprisonment for life by soil on which thev grow. A tree that
broken. The names of the unfortunateswho derstood,says a Washingtondispatch,that in
grows on a wet, low, rich ground will
a negro cannot be admitted to practice iu the the Governor. Friday still maintains
have lost their lives are: Will Myers, engineer the Postmaster General’s office the opinion
be less solid aud less durable for fuel,
its
reputation
in
the
black
list
as
the
faWm. Spellman, fireman; Chaa. Miller and held by the law-officer that complimentary pa- courts of that State. .Gen. B. F. Butler preand thereforeof a less value than a tree
Foley, brakemen;Ira Hinckley, Seneca: pers cannot go at pound rates is not enter- dicts that the Silver bill will be a law within vorite day on which to enforce the death
A. Wheeler and Walter Wheeler, employes of tained, but that it is there held that a person sixty days, veto or no veto. . .SenatorMorton’s penalty, more murderers having hanged of the same kind that grows on a dry
and poor soil. To the ordinary purchaser
the GlycerineCompany. The last three named
receiving a free paper is an actual subscriber. lost report on the Chinese question has been on that day than on all the other days of
were blown to atoms, their remains scattered The law-officer,however, without having had found in the incompletestate in which he left
the week combined. Forty-seven mur- oak is oak and pine is pine, but for home
in all directions, and were picked up in small
the matter submitted formally to him, ex- it, and will soon be published. It advocates a derers were hanged on Friday, 17 ou use the tree grown on dry upland and
pieces, the largest piece found not weighing
presses a decided opinion that dead-head pa- policy of justiceand protectiontoward the
Thursday, 8 on Saturday, 6 on Monday, standing apart from others is worth a
more than a pound and a half.
Celestials.
pers can only go at transient rates.
3
on Tuesday and 2 on Wednesday. great deal more.
The well-knownbanking house of Jacob
It is stated that, iu view of the retirementof
Thebe are rumors and rumors of coming
There were 5 executionsin January, 5
Bunn, at Springfield, III, has failed. The liaSenator Stanley Matthews from the Senate, the
Congressional investigations.Among these is
in February, 6 in March, 6 in April, 10
MARKETS.
bilitiesare placed at about $750,000, and the
one to declare the seat of M. C. Butler, of administration has decided to tender him a in May, 15 in June, 11 in July, 1 in Auassets at a quarter of a million less.
. Hickox
NEW YORK.
prominent position under the Government.
Rust, 5 in September, none in October, Bexvm ..........................
A Spear, bankers, San Francisco, Cal., have South Carolina, vacant; another to investigate
(412 00
A
Wabhinoton
dispatch
says:
“President
the entire Pretddential question .... The Interior
9 in November and 10 in December. Hoos ............................
(4 5 00
failed
. .The State Savings Bank, IndianapoCotton .........................
Department
Investigation
has
discovered
a
new
Hayes
will
not
send
in
any
new
nominations
11*0
lis, Ind., has closed Its doors ; $84,000 due dePennsylvania
stands
first in the line of FLOtra—Superfine .................• *
’ 4 75 0 5 10
abuse in the Indian service. On some reservapositors.
for the New York Custom House, at least for States for the greatest number of execu- Wheat— No. 2 Chicago....* ....... 1
..
30 @131*
tions the Indians have made progressin agrisome
time
to
come.
This
course
ho
believes
ra
The bank of J. A. Thomas, Dee Moines, culture and raised considerabfacrops. These
04
tions during the past year, South Caro- Cobh— WesternMixed...*..!....... 54 (4
to bo for the best interests of the country and
OAT»-Mixcd ..............
(4 40
Iowa, has failed. ..... J. D. Easter A Co., Chi pcoduots have been sold by the Agents and the
lina
being
second.
The
executions
were
Rye—
Western
..............
the party.”
(4 74
Pobk— New Mee* ...........
cago, dealers in the Marsh harvesters,have money accountedfor to the department, but
..12 40 <ai2 75
A special Washington telegram to the Chi- distributed among twenty-five States as Laud .....................
he Indians have been paid with brass chocks
follows:
collapsed, owing creditors about a million and
instead of money. These checks the traders cago Tribune says: “There are numerous
CHICAGO,
PennsylvanU. .......... 16 Ohio
2
a half, and with nominal assets of about
fjowyed, “ payment for goods purchased bv printed statements to the effect that a num- Houth Carolina......... 12 New Jenwy!!. !.!!]."!.'l Bkitzs— Choice Graded Steers. . 5 CO (4 5 50
an equal amount....;.8amuel
Bliss A Co.,
Choice Natives ....... . 4 40 (4 4 80
he Indians,but the traders charge extravawhrtatie grocers, Chicago, have failed, with jant prices. Seven dollars in money buys as ber of members are coming back, determined North Carolina ........ 6 NewHampehlre ....... 1
Cows and Heifer*.....____
(4 3 75
£»lRornla ..............5 Delaware ...............1
iabihUes of $130,000.......Th9unemployed many blanketsas $16 in brass checks, and $1 to revise the electoral count, and to have &u Missouri ...............4 Alabama ...............l
Butcher*’ Steer* ..........
.. 3 25 <4 3 60
workingmen of San Francisco are clamoring
Medium to Fair .......... 3 75 (4 4 20
investigation of the Presidential election. Sen- Maryland....
....... 4 Kentneky.
........
1
in checks would only purchase two pounds of
3 25 @ 4 25
v for bread or
b
ator Cookling is credited with being the prime gWgte ................4 Texas ..................1 Hoos— Live ........................
sugar.
Floob— Fancy White Winter......
.. 6 75
75 _
(4 7 00
raovr r, and it is asserted that, while no attempt
Rich coal discoveriesare reported in the
Good to Choice Spring Ex.. 5 25 ^ 6 60
8. A. Galfin, Chief Clerk of the Indian will be made to implicate President Hayes,
Wheat—
No.
2
Spring./.;
......
....
1
07
®
1 08
vicinity of Dead wood, Black Hills. The newLouisiana ..............3 Oregon ..............1
Bureau, has been removed by SecretarySchurz efforts will be made to involve StanleyMat- Arkansas .............. 3 Wyoming ..............1
No. 3 Spring ..............1 00 @ 1 01
IjHlisooveredoil regions of the Hills are beSecretary tttwrman, and Gen.' Gar- Nevada ................%
Cobn-No. 1 ....................... 42
43
on account of corrupt practice.... The report
.. 24 (A 25
field In an alleged Presidentialbargain. The
ginaing to attractconsiderableattention, and
Tennessee .............
TdtaL ...........83 Oats— No. 2 .....................
Kyr-No. 2 ........................ 58 (4 57
parties are locating claims.... David submitted to Secretary Schurz by Joseph K. name ef Senator Hove, of Wisconsin,is quoted Mississippi..... ...... 2
B ablet-No. 2 ....................
17 (4 58
Gibeon, liquor merchant, and W. F. Renner A McCammou, ef the Department of Justice, as the person who will consent to introducethe
Butteb— Choice Creemery ........ 30 <4 82
Coj, candy manufacturers, Oincumati, have Cant Thos. H. Bradley, United States army
The LouisvilleCourier-Journal says ; Eoos— Fresh ....................... 19 (4 20
and George M. Lockwood,Chief Clerk of the
Pobe— Me** .......................11 25 (411 40
. ^r,Ji?,fme,ut>.M.ortou&Co-» of the InteriorDepartment, the Bobrd of Inquiry
leading^ wholesale clothing houses of Chicago,
“
Between
1848 and 1876 the product of
the leadershipof the movement in the House.
..................A’ .........
7^(4
convened
by
him
in
June
last
to
investigate
the
> have failed.
;
'
' ^
Democrats claim that there are affidavits in gold and silver in Mexico was $702,MILWAUKEE
i isi.
The Grand Jury of the Chicago Criminal Indian service, is a very elaborate and luminous existence from Gassanave and Kenner, mem- 000,000. During the same period Ameri- Wheat— No. 1 ......................
document The report condemns “the ab- bers of the Returning Board, in which these
No.2 ......................109 C4110
Court has indicted MaJ. a M. Woods, Insur- sence of regulation, system! and method", two worthies assert that there was a bargain can enterprise produced from the terri- Cobh— No.
2 ....................... 41 (4 4a
ance Examiner for the State of Illinois,charg- n the bureau’s administration; also the for the Louisiana electoral vote, to which they tory acquired from Mexico by the Mexi- Oat»— No. 2 ...................
24 <4 25
Rye— No. 1 ............... ......
8) ($ 56
ing him with willfully making an untrue report suppression of charges against agents and were parties as members of the board, and can war $1,889,372,185. In the north- Bablet— No. 2 ...... ...........
65
bargain made with them has not been ern states of Mexico there remains a
of the conditionof the Protection life InsuK contractor*;the carrying on of semi-official
ST. LOUIS.
correspondence
by
suboidinatos
without
aufulfilled.
The
name
of
Gen.
Grant
is
also
used
ance Company, of Chicago. Theoffloeraofthe
mineral wealth of enormous ' value Wh*at-No. 3 Red Fall ......... l 18 Q l 19
Oobn-No. 2 Mixed .............
company are also under indictmentfor thority; the carelessdisposal of records; the as a party to this understanding."
42
.43
which, after all the operations of the Oat»— No. 2. .......... ........
relinquishment
of
authunty
by
responsible
offi28 (.4 29
perjury....
large number
eomTHE
TUBKO-RCrorA*
WAR.
Bra.
.....
...j
......
.....
.
......
Spaniards, has scarcelybeen scratched.
ffl (A 66
meidal failures have occurred In Chi- cers; the loss or disappearance of important
11 40 §11 to
Anothkb dashing raid through the faiirap Railroads and American enterprise will Pobe— Me**, .......................
cago since the beginning of the New Year. papers, and the faction* opposition by the
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“

Where

is his Excellency ?”

was the

BR* TANNER’S L0N« FAST.

citizens

turned out en masse

to arrest

MICHIGAN HESS.

next question

the murderer ; a fight ensued, Rice was
Going Wlthont Food iorty-twoDays.
Scenes at the Surrenderof Oeraan Pasha.
“Tnere,”wasTefik Bey’s reply, as
[MlnneapolUCor. Now York World.]
badly wounded, but, refusingto submit,
[From the London Dally News.]
Dr. H. S. Tanner, the hero of “ the was hanged by the neck from the ridgeA long, loud shout went up from tiie he pointed to a small house overlooking
the road just beyond the bridge.
six-weeks’ fast,” has published a very pole of the blacksmith-shop, where lie
Rusriftn army when the white flag was
Then there was a pause while we scru- long letter on the subject, the main remained till next morning. In the
seen and its significance was understood
joyous shout that swept oyer that tinized our strange visitor,and he sur- point of which is the offer contained at meantime, White attempted to escape,
dreary plain, and was eonoed back veyed us, as it seemed to me, with the the close. That such a feat as he claims but soon fell dead, pierced witli bullets.
most perfect calmness,but obvious curi- to have done was not an impossibility,he

—a

Tbe teaohere and pupils of the GreenHigh school have arranged for a
course of instructive popular lectures
ville

this winter.

Thomas Burchard, of Leoni, was
found dead in his bed. He had been
insane for some years, and was about 72
years old

—Letter from Haokberry, Arizona.
sonorously by the sullen, rugged
overhanging the scene. The osity. The pause became embarrassing. contends from the cases of the Savior,
The Turk showed no hurry to speak, whom, however, he admits to have been
thrill of gladness in the shout
No Use Fighting Against Fate.
A mass temperance meeting under the
and
the Russians evidentlyfelt delicacy more than human, and of the wife of Dr.
\ showed how deeply the Russian
A boy, about 13 years old, was Saturauspicesof the Kalamazoo County Temin asking if he had come to surrender; Smith, of this city, who is said to have
soldiers had dreaded the long, weary
day forenoon dragging a big, sneakishperance Association will be held at Kalawaiting through the winter months besides which there was really no officer lived fifty-sevendays with no other looking our along High street to find an
mazoo Jan. 15.
there
who
had
the rig ht to treat with nourishment than a little gom-arabio
among snow and mud round this imowner for the canine. Ringing a doorhim.
The
situation was critical, and if it water. He also cites the instancesof
Tower A Mills, oho of the heaviest
pregnable stronghold.It was clear that
bell he said to the housemaid who anpossessedan amusing element was also Kane, Fremont, and other explorers,
and
most prominent firms in the city of
a load had been lifted from every heart.
swered it :
Ionia, have been adjudicated bankrupts
A moment later a Turkish officer was embarrosing.Both armies were watch- who have preserved their vitalityunder
“ I’ve brought your dog home.”
seen riding over the bridge with a white ing us not more than 500 yards apart, prolongedfasting and hardship; then
“My dogl” she exclaimed, as she in the United States Court. 'i
with arms in their hands, for the Rus- goes on to argue that in “the hibernaflag in his hand. Ho rode forward to
Joseph Bashon, a young man, was
looked down upon the embarrassed dog.
Gen. Ganetsky, in command of the Grena- sian infantry had gradually moved down tions of cold-blooded reptiles and cer“Yes; gimme two shillingsand I’ll killed at Ryerson, Hill k Co.’s camp,
toward the bridge. Finally Gen. Sko- tain superior forms of animated nature
diers, halted a moment, and then rode
tie him up in the back yard.”
four miles west of Morley, by a falling
back. As it turned out, he was an officer bdleff stammered out, “Is there any- we have abundant evidence to support
“ I’ll give you a broom-stickingif you tree. He leaves a wife and family.
body you would like to see ?— [pause ]— the assumption that total abstinence
of inferior rank, and returned because
don’t leavel” she screamed as she
Th^ insurance companieswhich lost
Gen. Ganetsky instructed him to send an With whom did you wish to speak ?— from food for many months does not in- grabbed for him.
so heavilv by the incendiaryfire in Morofficer with the rank ox Pasha to [pause]— Is there anything—?—[ pause] volve the total extinction of the vital
He dragged the dog across the street ris’ clothingstore at Flint have decided
negotiatethe terms of capitulation. —What the devil is the matter with the principle.” Hibernatinganimals, Dr. to where a girl was scrubbing the front to pay up, there being no reason to susThen thirty or forty of us, headed mao? Why don’t he speak?” blurted Tanner says, show no loss of flesh after steps, and, bringing a smile to his face, pect that Mr. Morris was instrumental
by Gen. Skobeleff, who had been this out the General, in English, turning to passing a winter without food (which, he said
in causing the fire.
morning placed on the Sophia road, me. Tefik Bey remained impassive,I indeed, is not usually the case); all
“ Your feller in Chicago sent you this
Ths other night the frame dwellingrode down the road toward the bridge, have seen more of him since, and I find through the parental period the embryo dorg by express to put in your Christhouse of Mrs. M. J. Little, at Flint,
he is singularly and habitually taciturn, child exists without air or food, and
within point-blankrange of the Turkish
mas stocking. The charges are 50 took fire from a defectivechimney, and
but I boheve his extreme taciturnity,on there are innumerable well- authenticated
rifles, if the Turkish soldiers, grouped
cents. Where shall I tie him up?”
was entirely consumed. Loss. $1,500:
this occasion, was partly owing to emo- cases of catalepsy or trance in which
in masses on the road behind the bridge
“ Get out with ye— I’m no greenhorn!”
injured for $800 on the bmlaing ana
tion, in spite of the steady, inflexible persons, from a variety of causes, have
on the cliffs overlooking the Vid, had
she said, as she raised the brush to hit
$540 on the furniture.
front he maintained.
sunk
into
a
morbid
state
winch
has
been
chosen to open on us. About fifty yards
him.
“ Gen. Ganetsky is in command here. mistaken for death. In these cases, as
Two Germans, employed on Oednr
from the bridge, and seventy.fivefrom
The boy pulled on the rope with both
some masses of Turks on the other side, He will be here presently, in case you in hibernating animals, the involuntary hands and got the reluctant dog half a river, at Roth’s lumber camp, got into
we halted. Gen. Skobeleff and two or would like to speak to him,” Gen. forces were suspended, the lungs and block farther, when he met a boy carry- an altercation,when one struck the other
three other officers waved white hand- Skobeleff finally observed. Tefik Bey heart no longer heaved and pulsated, ing home ten pounds of buckwheat with a grub-hoe, and, in return, resimply nodded.
ceived a blow that split open his skull,
the blood ceased to circulate, and the flour. Ho blocked the way and said
kerchiefs. This signal of amity was
inflictingfatal injuries.
limbs
grew
stiff
and
cold.
Thousands
“
Osman
Ghazi
has
made
a
most
glorianswered by the waving of a piece of
“ Bub, yer father told me to bring
white muslin, about two yards square, ous defense,”said an officer. “We es- in this conditionhave been prematurely this dorg up to youandcolleo30 cents. ”
They must have precocious boys in
attached to a flsg-staff. Then two teem highly his soldierly character. ” The buried, come to life, turned over in their
I h ain't got no farther,” answered the Kalamazoo, as they now have two young
horsemen came forward,each carrying a Turk gazed silently before him. and coffins,and perished.The Doctor contends that this conditionof suspended
white flag. They rode across the bridge gave no sign that he had heard.
Who said you had— I was only tool“We look upon him as a very great animation is identically the same as that inc. Say, bub, this ’ere is the beautiand approached us. There was a moment’s conversation with Geo. Sko- General,” said another. No answer. found in animals during the winter re- fulest dorg you ever sot eyes on. He relieved his pocket of 70 or 80 cents.
beleff’s interpreter, and then it was an- The Turk’s eyes were bent in the direo- pose, and that there is nothing to show kin sing, dance, dean off the snow from
Anthony Yapey, a clerk in the hardnounced that Osman himself was coming tion of Sophia, as though looking for why it should not exist for an indefinite the walk, and bring in rabbits from the ware store of ’ tf. Montague A Co., at
out, and the two horsemen galloped Mehemet Ali Pasha. There was evi- period, os the same law that sustains the country. I’ll take a quarter for him.” Caro, shot himself through the heart
back.
dently no use trying to converse with lower animals through the long, tedious
“ I hain’t got a no money,” replied the recently. He had been addicted to
“Osman himself coming out!” ex- this obstinately silent man, and they winter months in a condition of sus- boy.
strong drink, and this, with domestic inclaimed all of ns with surprise. This gave it up. Fortunately Gen. Strukoff, pended animation is amply sufficient to
“ I’ll trade him for a knife.”
felicity, is attributed as the cause.
of the Emperor’s staff, soon arrived, sustain and keep alive the vital spark
was indeed an unlooked-forincident.
“ I havn’t got a knife.”
The school-house of District No. 9,
“ At any rate we will give him a re- with powers to treat. He asked Tefik if in the higher forms of animated nature,
“ Any old skates?”
Richland,
Kalamazoocounty, was burned
spectful reception,” exclaimed one Rus- he had authorityfrom Osman Pasha to when conditions are favorable. When
“No,” answered the boy with the last week. The fire was the work of an
negotiate.
It
appeared
not.
I
did
not
the
voluntary
powers
of
our
bodies
are
sian officer, in the gallant spirit of true
flour, as he dodged around the dog and
incendiary, and the books and other
catch all that was said; but the final re- exhausted they fall asleep at night, and hurried on.
chivalry.
propertyof the pupils were removed and
The other looked down on the canine piled at a safe distance from the build“That we will,” said another. “We sult was hat Tefik bowed to us and gal- in the morning we wake up refreshed.
must all salute him, and the soldiers loped away back across the bridge. * * * But when the involuntary powers are with minglea sadness and indignation. ing before the fire was started.
Tne terms of capitulationwere easily entirely exhausted by pain or fevers, or The dog braced back at an acute angle,
must present arms.”
In the case of Edward Sullivan at
arranged.
The surrender is uncon- sickness in general they fall asleep. This his eyes shut and his tail lying on the
“ He is certainly a great soldier,” exFlint, charged with the murder of Wm.
ditional.
Osman
consented
at once. If sleep we call death. If not entirely ex- walk, waiting for the boy to say:
claimed another, “and he has made a
Robsi the jury failed to agree and were
surprise be expressed that he should hausted, but closely approximate g to
“ Oh h — h I if I knew how I’d blast
heroic defense.”
have
so suddenly agreed, it is only ne- it, then we get the condition above ye ! I kept you hid away for a week, discharged by Judge Turner, after be“He is the greatest General of the
ing ont eighteen hours. They stood
age,” said Gen. Skobeleff, “for he saved cessary to state that he could do nothing described.Hence at death, could the and I’ve hauled you all over town, and
else.
We
turned
back
and
over
the
laws
of
chemistry
that
decompose
our
you ain’t even a three-oent dog. I’vo tit nine for manslaughter and three for acthe honor of his country, I will proffer
bridge,
and
Osman
Pasha
got
into
a car- bodies be suspended, and could the en- fate for more’n a month to get some quittal. The case will be re-tried next
him my hand and tell him so.”
riage and drove to Plevna. The Grand tire system, blood and all, be kept in en- chink for Christmas, and here I am, term.
All wore unanimops in his praise, and
A large bam, owned by MoOraw A
the butcheries of Russian wounded com- Duke Nicholas with his staff arrived a tirely the same condition as when we ex- dead-broke and no assets but you, you
mitted by the Turkish army of Plevna few minutes afterward, and passed the pired, we should wake up after few days old sole leather colored skulk ! I’ve Co., at South Bay City, was totally detroops in review. He was received with in perfect health. Says Dr. Tanner:
got desperate,and I’m going to shed stroyed the other night, with 2,000 bushwere forgotten.
cheers. Halting, he spoke a few words
“It was with a desire to know more your blood !”
els of pain, a large quantity of hay,
All around me the ground was covto the Grenadiers, which was greeted about this change, to probe its mysteHe
slackened on the rope to adminis- 300 bushels of carrots, harness, wagons,
ered with grim relics of battle. Here
with the wildest acclamation. The Grand ries, that I voluntarilyundertook the ter a kick, and the dog made a jump and sleighs, etc. Ten horses were burned to
and there the earth was uptom by the Duke lias certainly the soldierly quality
discomfortingtask of exhausting the indeath. The total loss is $5,300; insur^explosion ol shells. Near me lay a of knowing how to speak to soldiers. voluntary forces of my system by forty- gained his liberty. He ran off aronnd
the corner, and the boy leaned against a ance, $1,000.
horse groaning and strugglingin death; Then we pass again slowly across the
two days of total abstinencefrom food, tree-box and mused
In the report of Geo. W. Wilcox,
close by, an ox, silentlybleeding to bridge.
and by daily exercises I so far succeed4 There’s only one plan left I’ll take
County Treasurer of Barry county, the
death; his great, round, patient eyes
The scene had now changed. No ed as to be brought to the very portals of paregoricenough to make me sleep from amount of liquor tax collected in the
looking mournfully at us. Just before me
more armed Turks were to be seen. The the tomb. I could ‘ almost see over to Monday night to Wedneaday morning, county during the year is shown to be
was a cart with a dead horse lying in interview with Osman Pasha had taken the other shore’ ; the heart’s action was
yoke as he had fallen, and u Turk- place alxmt 2 o’clock. It was now 3, well-nigh suspended ; for a number of and I won’t know nothin’ ’bout Christ- $1,858.86.Of this sum Hastings dealers
mas nor nothin’!”—Defroif Free Press. have paid $1,102 50; Middleville,$364.ish soldier lying alongside whose head
and the Turks had all laid down their days there was no perceptible circula19; Nashville, $300; Prairieville,$50;
had been carried away. Another man arms. They had obeyed the iDjunotion tion in the extremities. In consequence
How Mr. Emery Nominated His Wife. Hickory Oomers^il.fi?.
was lying under the wagon, and around literally, and each man had simply laid of my own imprudence ih drinking cold
were four wounded men, lying gazing his rifle down in the mud where he was water to excess and unduly exercising Enoch Emery is editor of the Peoria
The following is a statement of the
up at the murky sky, or covered up with standing when the order reached him. on the thirty-eighth day of my fast, (HI.) Transcript.A few months ago he recoiptR and disbursementsat the State
married a Miss Mary Whitestead, who Treasurer’s office for the month ending
the hood of their ragged gray overcoat
The ground was littered with arms, the which induced persistentretching and
drawn over their faces. Not one of them same Peabody-Martiuisthat had wrought vomiting, with intervalsof severe hic- at the time was Superintendentof Dec. 31, 1877
uttered a sound. They lay there and such destructionin the Russian ranks in cough, the experiment was not pushed Schools in that county. In the course Hula nrc on hand Nov. 30, 1877 ........... $470,101.74
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bore their sufferingwitl%a calm, stolid
fortitude which brought tears to my
eyes. Just behind the wagon the ground
was ripped to pieces by shell lire, telling
how these unfortunates had met their
fate. The road and its edges were dotted
here and there with dead and wounded
Turkish soldiers, oxen, horses and shattered carte, and, a few hundred yards
north of the road, the ground over which
Osman Pasha’s sallying column had
made that heroic charge was literally
covered with dead and wounded. Russian doctors were already going about on
the field looking after the wounded, and
giving them temporary dressing,while
waiting for the ambulances to come up.
All these things I observed during the
pause which was broken at last by shouts
of “ There he is ! He is coming,” and I
rode forward again to the point of main
interest. Two horsemen were again approaching with a white flag, the bearer
of which was apparently merely a common soldier. He wore a fez, a long,
dirty brown cloak, and very ragged footgear. The other horseman wore a bright
red fez, which set off the officer’s blue
cloak. He was clean and natty, and had
on fresh gloves. He was comparatively
young, with a round, rosy face ; clean
shaved, light mustache, straight nose,
and blue eyes. He did not seem over 35
years old. “ This cannot be Osman Pasha,” waa the general exclamation.In
fact it was not he, but Tefik Bey, his
Chief of Staff.
it possible
that this boyish-lookingface belonged to Osman’s right-hand man,
who must have played so great a part in
the organizationand maintenance of Osman’s mighty defense ? It seems strange,
but it was true. The Turks have the
merit at least of not being afraid of
young men. I saw no totteringgraybearded officers in this captive host
Everyone on our aide saluted as Taflk
Bey rode up. He halted for a moment

Was

and was silent. He then spoke
,

*

in

French with good accent, but slowly, as
if choosing his words.

He said, “Osman Pasha—’* then
stopped fully ten seconds before he proceeded— “ is wounded. ”
This was the first intimation we had
of this occurrence. All expi eased
heir regret
“Not severely, we all hope,” exclaimed Gen. Skobeleff.
“I do not know,” was the answer,
with a pause of a second between every
word.

had

July and September.The road

.

lay

thick with them, and we rode over them,

trampling them under our horses’ feet
and spoiling hundreds of them. Osman’s army was not, however, all armed
with Peabodys. I observed some Sniders and a good many Krankas, evidently taken from the battle-fields of
J uly and September.
Osman Pasha was escorted by fifty
Cossacks, and there followed him twentyfive or thirty Turkish officerson ponies.
They were all, or nearly all, young men.
Scarcely one among them seemed over
30. Most had the faces of mere boy
students.“Are these the lads,” I inwardly exclaimed, “with whom Osman
Pasha has accomplished such wonders?”
The Grand Duke rode up to the coinage,
and for some seconds the two chiefs
gazed into each other’s faces without the
utterance of a word. Then the Grand

Duke stretched out his hand and shook
the hand of Osman Pasha heartily.
Turkish troops afhad time to
examine them closely. There were
bad, vile faces among the horde, but
there were also many bright faces, in
whose eyes there was no murderous
glare. I shall never forget the face of
one young officer, who, with folded
arms, stood a prisoner among his men,
I rode through the

ter the surrender,when I

~
XP°
to the extent desired and intended. I
do not hesitate to declare it ns my firm
belief that it is not impossible for human beings, peculiarly constitutedand
under favorable conditions,to remain
for months in a conditionof suspended
animation (like the lower animals),deprived of air, food, and water, and buried
six ft et under ground, withal. It is a
well-establishedfact that hibernating
animals do exist for months in a condition of suspended animation. Who, in
the face of these facts, dare affirm that
man, the crowning glory of all animal
creations, is incapable of such experi-

of time the election season rolled around

and the lady aspired for a renomination
Tot*! ................................
$199,58508
before the Republican County Conven- Dlabursementafor the mouth ............ 197 0'28.7O
tion. Her husband was a delegate, and
BalUnoe on hand Dec. 81, 1877 ...... $462,927.3H
the followingaccount of how he presentThe annual session of the State Teached her to the convention is given in on
ers’ Associationwas held at East SagiIllinois paper: “ When Enoch Emery
arose in the Peoria County Convention naw last week. Officerswere elected
to nominate the caudidnte for County for the ensuing year as follows : PresiSuperintendent of Schools, there came a dent, Prof. E. Olney, of Ann Arbor ;
sudden lull in the proceedings.Every Vice PreBidents,A. J. Daniels, Grand
one became interested, and the delegates Rapids; Mrs. Oaband, Albion; Prof.
leaned forward in breathless attention. Richards, Chelsea ; Secretary, D. Fall.
One could have heard a horse cough in Flint; Assistant Secretary, Miss E.
that awful stillness.The emotion ex- Pmden, Coldwater ; Treasurer, Prof. O.
tended even to the good Enoch himself. B. Bomar, Niles ; Executive Committee,
ence?”
He arose, diffidently toying with his President Butterfield, Olivet; Prof.
By way of final argument is adduced spectacles, first cleaning them with a McLouth, J. C. Jones ; those holding
the familiar case of the Sikh fakir, who new cambric handkerchief, and then, over are Profs. Strong, W. L. Smith and
could retain life during a period of ten placing them on his forehead,said: ‘I Austin George. The Association of City
months when buried under the ground put in nomination for Ihe office of Coun- Superintendentsof Michigan Schools
elected officers for next year os follows
in a sealed box.
ty Superintendent of Schools Mrs. Mary
The Doctor then announces his will- Whitestead [a long pause] Emery. President,C. A. Gower, Saginaw ; Vice
ingness to repeat his fast under strict [Fluttering among the delegates.] I President, Geo. A. Baker, Paw Paw
tests, but he does not wish to do so to nominated her four years ago [sensa- Secretary and Treasurer, T. W. Crissey.
obtain notoriety, to gratify idle curiosi- tion], and, as I was in some sense Flint
:

;

to make money. This, however, responsiblefor her as an official, I got to
he will do : He will repeat the experi- watching her. [Cheers.] I watched her
ment under the strictestsurveillance for close and saw her real worth. [Encour$5,000, the amount to be raised and de- aging cheers. ] I was drawn nearer and
posited in any trustworthybank in Min- nearer to her [Cries of 1 Good! Go on !'],
neapolis or St Paul. If he succeeds and the closer I got to her the bettei I
in totally abstainingfrom food for forty liked her.’ [Storm of cheers and yells
days $1,000 shall be subject to his order and cries of 1 Whoopee !’] She was
gazing at us with a look of fierce, defiant at the expirationof the time allotted to
nominatedwithout a dissentingvoice.”
hate mat was softened by profound des- the experiment ; the remaining $4,000
pair. Tlie men all wore dirty .brown shall be subject to the order of the MatBirdlime.
cloaks, \fith hoods palled down over ron of the House of Refuge at MinneAmong
the
many
industries of Japan
their heads, and very ragged foot-gear. apolis, to aid her in her noble endeavThey seemed ill fed, and were, mostly, ors to reclaim the unfortunate. If he is the manufacture of birdlime. It is, of
miserably bedraggled and tattered ; yet fails in totally abstaining from food for course, principally employed for the snarwithal each man was a hero in our eyes the time speoined,then all claim on the ing of birds and animals. By its means
when we thought of the successive money shall be forfeited,but in such animals as large as monkeys are caught
episodes of the long-protracteddefense event the amount shall constitute a poor When once they get the stuff on their
of Plevna, from the repulse of Sohri- fund to be distributed forcharit&ble pur- paws they soon cover themselves with it,
der Schuldner to the final desperate poses as properly selected committees and so exhaust themselves in trying to
get rid of it that they fall on easy prey.
struggle to break the iron band of shall direct.
Birds also as large as ducks and every
.
variety of smaller ones are taken by it
An Arizona Tragedy.
Rats are easily caught by spreading a
Vegetable Diet for Drunkenness.
Bob White had some words with a small quantity on a piece of board or
Charles Napier, an Englishman of strangernamed Frank McNiel, about & paper, and placing it near their holes.
good standing in science, has been test- trivial matter, which resulted in White’s It is spread upon a bamboo leaf, and
ing the theory that alcoholic drink is resuming the controversy the next day. used during the summer for catching
compatible with animal food, but not White attempted to shoot McNiel, who flies or other insects.Flea trap are made
with farinaceous. He announces, as the knocked him down, disarmed him, and, for its service, and occasionally used by
practicalresult of many experiments, upon his begging for his life, led him to the Japanese in bed. Birdlime is also
that a vegetable diet is a remarkable the saloon and told him to go abont his
used by the Japanese for medicinal purhelp to the cure of drunkenness. He business. Charlie Rice, whom you also poses, and considered one of the oest
mentions the case of an old man, whose remember, shortly afterwardscame into cures for wounds. Japam is the only
constitutionhad been shattered by re- camp, and approachingMcNiel, to country where it is regularlymanufactpeated attacks of delirium tremens, and whom he was unknown, he emptied his ured on a large scale, the principal tree
who was cured of his appetite for liquor six-shooter at him, five shots taking ef- from which it is made being a dark everin seven months by eschewing meat.
fect ; death ensued in a few hours. The green from the mountains in the sonth.

environment.

Kcci lptn for the month .................114,454.84

ty, or

The Michigan Almanac for 1867,
published by the Detroit Tribune and
Post Company, in its tables on “ Ihe
State Press,” furnishesthe following interesting statistics: The press of the
State consists of two papers which publish daily, tri-weekly and weekly editions; seventeen which appear both daily
and weekly; three which are published
daily only; two which publish both semiweekly and weekly editions; five semiweeklies;two hundred and forty weeklies proper; two which publish two distinct weekly editions; four which
appear monthly or bi-weekly; fourteen monthlies; one quarterly and
one annuM. The fiyand total of the
periodicalsof Michigan is thus 292.
This last includes 111 distinctively Republican papers, 56 which are distinctively Democratic, and 7 «which fly the
Greenback colors. Of the remaining
periodicalsof Michigan, 83 classify
themselves as independent, neutral,
non-partisan,or local; all others are
devoted to the advocacy of such special
interests as mining, lumber, hygiene,
temperance, agriculture, medicine, mute
welfare, masonry, the colleges, etc., except eleven, which are religion* in their
character,two which are literary, and
one which calls itself “comic.” K^nfc
county, with one-twentiethof the population, furnishes twenty of the periodicals above-mentioned.In Wayne county twenty-eight periodicals are published.

Wacon 50 trees will be

Doual, Bourses, Moulins, Limoges,

HOLLAND CITY NEWS.

Cannes, and Nice. In the large cities the

12, 1878. heard from thecountrydistricts show

The followingcomprises onr stock for spring,
with prices: but wc can furnish many other va-

con-

rieties In

siderable republican gains.

-

BBAO&XM BARD-FAN.
The

smaller quantities.

—

—

Applet.

German Syrup

A splendid stock

best market varieties.

of

medicine in the world was ever Baldwin, Fallwater, Wagcner,
the cleaning-upprocess outlined lor it by given such a test of curative qualities as Northern Spy, Greening. Golden Jtusset,
Peck s Pleasant, Seeknofuther, Bumbo,
foreign bondholders. Bed rock is being Boschee'aGerman Syrup. In three years Grimes Gulden, Keswick Codlln, Strawberry,
D. Oldenburg, Red A-tracban,Primate,
resched so rapidly by gresl corporations two million four hundred thousand smal Harvest,. Sweet Bough, Golden Sweet,
bottlesof this medicine were distrihutet
Green Sweet.
and lending individunls that they hardly free of charge by druggists in this country Telman Sweet,
, . . #
K»ch. Hundred.
realizethat the most is over with them. to those afflicted with consumption,asthma,
4 to 8 feet high, fine trees, ........ 10c $15 00
00
Under the operation of the gold resump- croup, severe coughs, pneumonia am 5to7 •* ** selected .........
other diseases of the throat and lungs,
tion scheme hard pan meets the seeker nt
Crab Apple.
giving the American people undeniable
• the half-way bouse to congratulatehim
proof that German Syrup will cure them. Transcendent,Hyslop, Marengo,
upon having reached a solid basis. Those The result has been that druggists in every Montreal Beauty.
Kach. Hundred.
who are unwilling to make the leap are town and village in the United States are 4 to 5 feet ...........
|i" 00
recommending
it to their customers. Go
5 to 7 •• extra ...................
00 00
irresistibly aided ia their descent by the
to your druggists ana ask what they know Coral A Whitneys, No. to.
force of eveats.
about it. Sample bottles 10c. Regular
,
Each. Hundred.
But to the conservativemind the situa- size 75c. Three doses will relieve any 4 feet high .................... 40c. *30 00
tion grows frightful. The daily record of
43-4 m
nation

is

quUe.actively engaged

in

No

WANTED! WANTED!!

hundred rate*.

radicals were tnostlysuccessful.As fur as

Saturday, January

allowed at

otiior

,
.

D

hoo-s.

Snow,

Grain and all kinds of Produce.

JWc

Inquire at the

Improved

_

bankruptciesis appallngto contemplate.

.

month. And,

worst of all,

it

The

“

Call at our Drug Store and get a trial
bottle of Dr. King't New Discovery, free ol
occacharge, if you are suffering with a Cough,

sionally exhibits in strong colors the wick- Cold, Asthma, Bronchitis,Consumption,
edest frauds perpetrated by men who have loss of voice, tickling in the throat, or any
affection of the Throat or Lungs. This is
stood above suspicion for long years.
the great remedy that is causing so mnch
New York journal gives a detailed list of
excitementby its many wonderful cures,
the chief defalcations for the past four curing thousands of hopeless cases. Over
years, and they foot up 130,000,000.
one million bottles of Dr. King't New Discovery
have been used within the last year,
large class of men are daily conniving at
ami have given perfect satisfactionin every
new rascalitiesunder the provisiens of the
instance. We can unhesitatingly say that
bankrupt law.
this ia really the only sure cure mr throat
That we are making rapid progress and lung affections, and can cheerfully
downward is a fact patent to the mind of recommend it to ail. Call and get a trial
bottle tree of charge, or a regular size for
an idiot The leading men of other na11.00. Wm. Vau Putteu, Holland City,
tions are doubtless looking on in amaze- Michigan.

S

Depot.

of

41-4w J. E. HIGGINS.

10c.

4

to

**

$10 0o

16c.

ibe host

mil
m

a

sm
mu

!•***<«*

$8.50 A

A

Osband's
Clapp’s

A

Sid. Pears.
Summer, Madeleine,

w«t

and

Smock1, Foster,
Mixon,

0,

,A*,0«k 8; Lota, Block 11, Sontb West
Addition $1 75 each. Lots 1,2,3.16^6 In Block
m organised plat near the m. L. 8. depot at
"**** 1 A 2 which are $300 each
above irt t? Krelll2ffP,^•,•T!?ne »t$>»««h. Th*
ib® ?°,d for * •m*11 W®«»t down. Ala*
Kh HWDALo<!i\,0’„V’!*’
*nd * *»> Block
^ 1’ 5
Block H. The above will
be sold on long credit and small payments down.

YEAR, INCLUDING POSTAGE.
WEEKLY. 5f NUMBERS A YEAR.
4,000 BOOK PAGES.

15 00

Rarly Crawford, Lute Crawford, Barnard.
Hills ChUl.
Hales Early, Stump World, Beatrice.
Old
Bnsquehannah, JacqueaRareripe,
AmdensJane. Alexander, 9)cenif.

m

THITY-THIRDYEAR.

ONLY

FOR SALE.

Scientific American.

Each. Hundred.
feet... .
•* 4to5 ** extra
selected trees .................

One year from bud,

wrecks are being made every quarter or
every

Near the Allegan

office

Me

4oc

Peaches*

Special Invitation.

It demonstrates most clearly that new

WILL PAT CASH FOR

I

1

ThB SOWNTinc AMERICAN

Is a large First
.VV®ek,3r Newspaper of sixteen pages,
printed In the most beautiful style, prqfuselu Ulustraled with splendidengravings, representingthe
neweit Inventions and the most recent Advances

Apply to,
M. D. HOWARD.

Favorite, ......
Bartlett,

FlemishBeauty,
Beurre de Aujon,

Sheldon,
Lawrence,

Vicar,

Buffalo.

Mi*D^H^dr^no.i?n*!neerlnk’

m

ImgtoiiiarHtforb.

work-

[Next door to Harrington’s Cheap Cash Store.]

Tyson,
Each. Hundred.
high, fine ............... 60c. $45 CO
6 to 7 feet, hoary treea ............
00 00

Leweke, Krumbein i Luce,

5 to 8 feet

75c.

„

Dwf. Pears.

Summer,
Bnffam,
Dntchesse,
Osband

Vi* “d

Ml1“eri!: N«* and Interacting FactsTn
Agriculture, Horticulture, the Home, Hnith, Medical Pjofreaa, Social Science. Natural History, Geol-

Manufacturersof

TABLETS, HEADSTONES

Clapp’s Favorite,

ij10 »oat a.uable practical papers, by eminent
writersln,alldepartments
of Science, will be found
In the Scientific American ; the whole presented
ment at our persistent march toward ruin.
Each. Hundred. n popular language, free from technical terms, 11While they know our endeavor to be right,
8 and 8 years, 8 to 4 feet, fin ......
$*5 00 Instrated with engravings, and ao arranged as to
4 to 8 “ extra .....
40 00 InUrestand Inform all claMea of readers, old and
And all kinds of
they fully realize that our methods are
young. The ScientificAmerican la promotlveof
knowledge
and
progress
in
every
commnnlty
where
wicked and destructiveto all interests. DS BOE— James Isaac DcBoe, died of Croup, age
t circulates. It should have a place in even famtseven jeers end four month, onTneedaj.the Wild Goose,
Canada Bgc,
They see the difficulty of handling forty
Washington,
!/’ Reading Room, Library,College or School,
Yellow Egg,
8th day of January,1878, at II o’clock, m., fourth Lombard,
l errna, $8.80 per year, $1.60 half year, which InSTONE.
millions of people under the processes of
German
Prone, Jeffersoar" Duanes^Purple, eludes prepayment of po.tage. Discount to Clubs
-------»on of Mr. and Mra Martin DcBoe, of thia city.
ahrophshlreDamson, Winter Dsmsou, Green Gage. and Agents. Single copies ten cents. Sold by all
popular suffrage, and are waiting for the
^P.iCOn,tar,,y °!! h*nd the *«»t kind of
Etch. Hundred. Newsdealerar Remit by postal order to MUNN
whirligig of time to make all things even.
4 to 8 feet, good trees ..............
$40 00 CO, Publishers, 37 PartlBow. New York
ftto7 ** selected .................
60 00
..t c?n,®fUon Jlth lh® SclenThe News prides itsel f npon its sturdy op*
,,Bc American. Messrs. Munn A
Co. are Solicitorsof American and Foreign Patents,
position to the methods
resumption
and have the largest establishmentin the world.
which for three years have been pursued
Patents are obtained on the best terms. Models of
Early Purple, Early Richmond, Gov. Wood.
May Duke.
new Inventionsand Sketches examined, and adwith such fatal effect to the people and to
vlce free. A special notice is made in the ScienOhio Beauty, Yello* Spanish, Black Morrello,
ttficAmerican of all Inventionspatentedthrough
the Government. The original pledge was l^Krr Saturday the Wth day of January there EnglishMorrello.
will be a public lettingof a bnIKIInir. Carthis Agency,with the name and residence of the
but a despicable piece of
It penter and plaater work will be lei separately.
EadL Hundred. Patentee. Public attention Is tlins directed to the Give us a call before you order, and pal
One year, S to 5 feet ................ 85c. $80 00 merits of the new patent, and sales or Introduction
Further informationwill be furnlahed by J. R
contained no guarantees worth considerronize your home industry.
Two rears. 5 to 6 feet ............
3300 often effected.
J.
2and3 years, 6 to 8 feet, exits ..... 75c.
Holland. Mich, Aug. 25 1877.
ing, and did not confer power enough upAny person who has madn a new discovery or Invention,can ascertain,free of charge, whether a
on officials to save from ruin an ordinary
patent can probably be obtained, by writing to the
I,
savings bank. But it instantly put a dampOrange, 8* feet ......... ................
&*:. each. undersigned.Address for the paper, or concern
Ing
A CO,
Angers, 2# feet ........... . ............ a)c. “

„

irath?.

Loulae Bonne,
Beurre Diel.

MONUMENTS

85c.

* “

50c.

CEMETERY WORK
- IK
--

75c.

of

PATENTS

Cherries.

PUBLIC LETTING.

Elton,

buncombe.

All

Prices Low.

40c.

HUMMEL.

BANKING.

__

Quinces.

er upon every species of enterprise, and

a

Rets’

values in all but notes for

BANKERS,
“
- - MICHIGAN. 8to67 “

of enforced paralysis and shrinkage.It
its foes,

4 to 5 feet,

HOLLAND,

Change,

has destroyed the equities in HonbaelneM. CoUectlona made on

“

bring every man of substance within the

The

provisions of the act are to-day utterly un-

*

*

sold at^u^offlee>*n<*
L.

000,000 has been added by the Treasury to

^r0m

P°*n,i *n Europe

“

extra

fsc.
...... 85c.

84 00
38 00

Grapes.

.

ioc.

Agawam, Salem,

FINE

Delaware,

Wilder,

H. Meyer & Co.

—

which has

this

week restored the

basis of values, has been wholly lost

us. A

4,000 Cords of Shingle Bolts.

framed.
The question

is

affairs

could not be
I aell a good No. 1
lean at wholesale.

rather threadbare, but

and enforce

a

oppositionto
of

.00

and

myself in readinesa to gum all kiuds of turns
Highestmarket price paid for Pine Logs, at

this slsugher

P.PrANSTIEHL.
1878.

Holland, Jan.

Lowell Nurseries.

GEBHANY’S SILVER.

or

$075
50

50
50

any other kind, all

for sale

& Co’s

---

riiiure

10 00
2J uu

--

Me,
43-8

w

*•
“

the East; and that about $93,000,000 had
also been used in coinage,

Germany. Thus about

and

retained in

$218,000,000 was

accounted for, of $235,000,000withdrawn
from circulation at

the

end of September;

not be excelled in their vigorous healthy growth and

sound well ripened wood; and while we aie very
thankful fer their liberalpatronage, we shall spare

$500
10 00
10 00
iu 00

no effort to retain their confidence in the future.

4

twice transplanted ........ 50c.

.......

3 to 4 feet,
4 to

twice

5

After an experienceof sixteen years in grow

SCOTCH PINK.
transplanted. .
.

18

Inches,

thereforereasons thst the supplies from

Germany

are

haustion.”

shown

to be

approaching ex-

<

[Thus another bugbear

disappears,

which has been flaunted by the goldites,
as a danger to remonetization of silver.
—Ed.)
On Tuesday
chamber

of

last

the French senate and

deputies reassembled. Trien-

varieties aa

we

believe will

prove profitable to

Fruitgrowers;aud will farnith them

to

We

believe that Fruit

tret

s

grown In

this

State

will endure transplanting
better, make a belter
growth, and make better orchard trees, than will
those brought from a distance.

And besides this, in planting out home grown
stock, the expense and perils of distant transportatlon will be avoided. Having this faith In the real

value of borne grown trees and plants, we are
municpal eleciions were held through- making every effort to grow all the stock needed
out France on Sunday last. The delegates for our own trade.
Our growing stock now covers over forty acres
of the municipal counsels will have a prenial

ponderatingvoice

in electing senators

next

year. In Paris seventy-threecouncilors
out of eighty are republican, four are conservatives, and three second ballots are

necessary. Previouslythere were ten coa*

here. In the provinrepublicanswere generally

jervatives councilors
cial

towns the

successful, including Maraclllet, Rennes,

Dijon, Bordeaux, Montpellier, Rouen,
Nancy, Agcn, Amiens, Angouieme,Arras,
Bottlougne,Belfort Tours, Lille, Dunkirk,

60 00
10 00

65 00
40 GO

••
“

“

^

** •*

“

new American .....

American Elms, ft to 8 feet.. ....
European Larch 4 to 5 feet Trans-

1

All Kinds of Spectacles.

NEW YORK.

1877.

As the timo approaches for the renewal of sab
script Ions, THE SUN would remind its friends
and well-wNhers everywherethat It is ngnin acandldale for t heir considerationaud support. Upon
Its record for the past ten years it relies for a contmuau.ce °r Ihe hearty sympaihy aud generous cooperation which have hitherto been extended to it
from every quarter of the Union.
Is

a four page sheet of

W columns

pe, ni0I1,h' or

The ftunday edition of the Sun Is an eight page
“heel of tlfiv-slx columns. While giving the news
of the day. it also contains a large amount of literary and miscellaneousn alter specially prepared
for It. The Sunday Sun has met with great success. Post paid il<20 »

The Weekly Son.

Full bine of Gold Feast
-.0 00

00
American
“ 6to8
50c.
Weeping mountain ash. fine ....... 1 0"
4 yrs very heavy A bushy 3 00
willow kflintrnock ........ 1 00
1

HKlDKKMA.

THE SUN.

The DoUg Sun

40 00
15 00

8.

1?, 1878.

I6L50 penear081 1’ald’ wnl<

25 00

50c.

’*

IN

Jewelry & Fancy Goods.

DKCIDUOU8 TREKS.
European mountain ash, 6 to 8 feet
very heavy ash 8 to 10 ••

,

Holland. Jan.

Silver Ware, Watches, Clocks,

-

always

B- (’"11 and see a most beautifulvariety of
amp Chairs, ornaments,picture frames, bracketr.

ct,,;’eln

DEALERS

SAVIN JUNIPER.
18

(

1878.

Inches high, transplanted ...... 50c.
to
*• rooted layers ....... toe.

tomers at very reasonable prices.

00
00
00
00

50c.

inches for hedges ..........15c.

12 to 18

our cus-

and Caskets
on hand.

(10

Watchmakers | Jewelers,

and if the whole amount disposable in studylug Its wonderfulvariety of soil aud climate,
BALSAM FIR.
Germany before demonetizationwas $295- and also most of the popular varieties of Fruit
2 feet, transplanted twice, ........ 50c.
»•
75c.
000,000, as Mr. Goscben's committee grown here, we are with this experience, selecting 3
12 Inches
85c*
thought possible, there would remain less and cultivating such varieties as we believe are
'best adapted for cultivation in this State.
HEMLOCK SPRUCE.
than $70,000,000for export, and of this
We are also testing and have fruited most of the 3 feet, twice transplanted, heavy,
some portion has been moved within Hie new varietiesof Fruit that arc now claiming popu- bushy and fine for Hedges ..... 60c.
current month, though the sales involved lar favor, of which a number promiwto be valWRITE CEDAR.
a quick decline in pi ice. The Economist uable, andwe are yearly adding to our list such ft to 8 feet, twice transplanted ...... 1 00

Sett*.

Fair dealing can be relied on.

(Slo'cfe,

.... 75c.
.... 1 00
.... 85c.

5 to

log Fruit and Fruit Trees iu Michigan, and carefully

.

and Parlor

Live Geese Feather,
and Feather Beds.

Joslin&Breyman,

35 00
60 00

rv

Sett*

W bile I thank the public for tbclr patronageof
the past I hope to merit end solicit a liberal ah u riot it for the future.
$10
15
HO
40
60

“

“ ••
*• •• ••
ft
“ “
once “
“ ••
•* •»
”

3 feet,

Bedroom

Hundred,

•’ “
”

kinds.

Wall Paper at Wholesale and

Coffins

Ornamental Stoek.

The London Economist, in an elaborate
Kent County, Mich.
NORWAY SPRUCE.
review of the latest information, shows
Eoch.
that Germany had shipped to England
12 Inches transplanted
_____ _____ 15c.
F R U I T-T
S .
1*
............ 85c.
$113,000,000in silver since her recoinage
2 to 3 feel
twice ...... 40c.
YKf
R wish to announce to (lie people of Holland, 8 to 4
8
times. ... fiOc.
began; that about $13,500,000 bad also
"" and ull Fruitgrowersou the Lake Shore, that 4 to «
*’
8 •' ------$1 00
been exported from Germany directly to our stock of trees and vines for spring sales canAUSTRIAN PINK.

all

Retail.

H Meyer

cheap at

81 00
15 0"

Hundred. Thousand.

Wilson .....................
Col. Cheney .................
1
Kentucky . . ...............
1
Green Prolific ................ 1

REE

Table Oil Cloth,
Window Shades

John, White,

$8 00

50
00

.....

morals?

Floor Oil Cloth,

of

STRAWBERRIES.

48-flw

12th,

V)

Howe, and American,

Philadelphia, red ...................2
Msmmouth cluster, black ...........2
Davison’. Thornless, black .......... 8 00
Doolittle,black ......................
2 00

8

St.

$8 tO

00

irresistible

of wealth and

.

Lawton Blackberry ................
8
Kittatinna Blackberry.............
Wilson’sEarly Blackberry ......... 4 00

healing policy? Shall pub-

an

50
Gooseberries.
Houghton seedlings.^., ........ $1 50
Raspberries.

_

despotic administration

a

sentiment solidify into

lic

$1

Household FURNITURE

Weed, drover & Baker,

Custom aawlng done to order at short notice.
,
Hun. Thous’d.
Having purchaaed a gumming machin. I hold Turner, the
best red raspberry ..... .$2 00 $16 00

may once more be asked: Wbat are the
people going to do about it? Is this
wrecking process to continue for an in
definite period? Will Congress ride
it

roughshod over

ahingla at retail for

consisting of all kinds of

Dos. Hundred

$1

new

to numerous to mention:

Singer, Victor,

Versalllalsc,

White Dutch, White Grape,
Red Dutch, Black Naples.

npon

graver indictmentof our abilityto

conduct our financial

Cherry,

re*dy wiih an entire

BOTTOM PRICES,

Wheeler & Wilson,

Currants.

Wanted.

specie

^ ,ra

Daaler

FURNITURE
—

SEWING-MACHINES:

Martha.

FURNITURE

— AT

AT-

the fund for the redemption of greenbacks

in gold coin. The example of France,

stwkif

Christmas Presents

Iona,

Kach. Hundred.
2 years growth ....................
$40 00
Lady, one years growth ................. $| 00 each.

KENYON.
VAN PUTTBN,

N.
J-

-TT Park Row. New York,
Branch Office, Co. F A 7th Sts, Washington,I). C.

in

ij*CrJL^,‘KhLFore,«?n exchange bought and

enforceable. Only the petty sum of $10,*

„

the undersigned
— THE

MUNN

Oldest

Very strong vines transplanted.
,«nd,Ear°Pe. Particular attention paid to the collections of Banks and Bankers.
Concord,
Ives Seedlings .................
25c. each.
Remittances made on the day of payment. All
Each. Hundred.
business Intrustedto ns shall have prompt atten$ 8 00
lion. Intereat allowed ou time desositn, subject One year ..........................

every species of property,and bids fair to

portals of the bankruptcy court.

••

*nd Collecall points

...............50c.

Each. Hundred.
transplanted ...........foe. $18 00

b to

has brought insolvencyalike to its friends

feet

Sweet Chestnut.

Jir

redemption. It

fixed a date covering a period of four years

and

Mammoth, 2#

dissolvingview of

n

patents.

j

offered to capital

Work Warranted and

Kpckport,

^ ,

11

A •tS

‘

50c.

Repairing Neatly aud Promptly Executed.
Holland, March

24,

1877.

6-ly.

Who does not know Tit* Wekklt flimMlctrdilates throughoutthe United States.IhuCsnadsw,
and beyond. Ninety thousand families greet its
welcome pages weekly, and regard It In the light
ol guide, counsellor, and friend. Its news, editorial, agricultural,and literary departmentsmake
it essentiallyajournallor the family and the fire,
side. Terms:
Dollar a year, post paid.
This price,quality considered, makes R the cheap
est newspaper published. For clubs of ten, with
$i0casb, we will aend an extra copy free. Address

Qn«

00

40c.

BOOKBINDING!

planted ..... ......... J .......... 60c.
40 00
PUBLI8HBK OF THE SUN, New York City.
European Larch 12 to 18 Inches. . luc.
600 The undersignedwishes to inform his old friends
Sweet Chestnut 5 to 8 feet, traosand residents of Holland and vicinitythat being at
planted..... ...................
25c. to 40c.
and is yearly Increasing, yet when an unusual depresent loc.led at Muskegon, he has made arrangeCatalpu, 5 to 8 feet, ....... ...... t0c.to$lU0.
ments with Mr. D. R. Meooes, m Holland, at whose
mand la made for some particular variety It aomestore,ou River street, all job work for binding can
DECIDUOUS SHRUBS.
times becomes exhausted, when we purchase to supbe left I have purclm*. d a new andcompletellne
ply the deficiency so far as we can, but only from
Pgr us Jajxinlta. scarlet; WeigUla. Rosea and of tools and stock and will furnish flrat-class work 'T'HIS is a new House, added to the old Rev.
K. Smith’s residence, on the corner of
Amabalia; Spina. Proulfolla.Lanceolata.aid
reliablenurserymen.
BallkrdhDtv/sla, Gracilis and Plena Flora;
.».„.o,,S.«.uk5.ACWIT,N<J“Mr. Georgs Bouter and his brother, F. Bouter, Syinga. Sweet; Hnots Ball; Ulac Siberian ; Fliwnwill solicitorders foi onr flock, and all orders ino Almond, white and red; Knon mus; Yellow
is newly fitted np and fnrnlshed, and Its location
palccd In their hands, we will supply to our best Uorriscsi Row-all at $5 cents each. Herbasou*
Mwoasai, fragrantvarieties, 20 cents each.
is the most convenientto both the railroaddepots.
.
Chinese Wistaria,(climber,) 40centa; Climbing
It Is now ready to receive guests, both
.

SCOTT’S HOTEL.

.

NINTH AND FISH STREETS,

ability.

A DISCOUNT OF TEN PER CENT.'
FROM PRICE LIST WILL RE

MADE FOR CASU ON
DELIVERY.

forsale.

,

lUoSHKr 10

C#°U; Tr,t P*0De*' Bankaf,

JAS.D. RUSTED,
LowiU, Kent

Co.,

Xlok-

A 3 Acre Fruit Farm containing sotnefiOObesrlnp
g
grape vines, 100 Currant bushes; fttrawberries:
We solicit a share of the public patronage, aid
Peare. Apple, quince, Chcetnnt, Mulberry, Appriwill endeavor to treat onr gnosis iu such a manner
-ot. Cherry and Peach trees In bearing.
as to merit their approval.
No money required down inquire of

STEADY

.

..

.

Holland, Aprillfi*

J-

VAN LANDKGKND,

TRANSIENT.

W> J.

Holland, Oct. 25,

SCOTT,

’77. 27-lf

Proprietor.

OcuCity Marshal, Vaupcll,

lottinj)

is

They areeafingstrawberries in

appointed

ton, 8. C.

Deputy Sheriff.

Tkxas would make two hundred and
Rhode Island.

'Gold ia New York, yesterday, 102%.-^-

ten Staten equal iu size to

Conqhkss met

Thurs-

in session agsln on

even.

Circuit Court is in Seaalon; also

Sleighing is not very good

yet, the

weather having again changed to

On Monday last all

a

thaw.

Thr

our schools com-

democrats of Indiana will hold

convention Feb. 20, 1878, and

their

one thousand and

consist of

air.

The

great Chicago grocers, SnmM Bliss

Co

and who were but recently In

,

it

will

sixty-seven

John B. Kanouse, newadalerandsta-

liti-

price?”

goods seized by his cieditors. He

his

owes about $2,500.

stitutional amendment prohibitingthe re-

Thirty five

election of presidents of the republic and

families of Pittsburg im-

migrants have arrived

state governments.

at

and settledon farms in
last Gee’s Brass

Pine

Bluff, Ark.,

the vicinity.

serenade,and played a

few very

They

Mrs. Mural Halstead is the mother of

when

length, and

pieces.

seven feet

Tiik amount of saving’s banks, and
other banks, insurance companies, and
large tlrras that arc daily bursting

appalling.

It

up

—

seems as though everything fined to

must collapse before we can reach bottom. near

—

----

oi

to

—

was

-

made Sacques, Fancy Hoods,
Nubias, Gloves in great variety, Felt
Skirts, Fancy Furs for children and numerous other fancy articles especially

-

-

We

chiefs, Hand

prices.
Wool

BeautifulAll

yard. Good

—

received during last

week,

large ii-

voices of Goods suitable for Holiday Prea
enti which we offer at very low prices.

Splendid qnality of Ladies’, Misses’,

Merino Underwear,

Children’s and Gent's
50 cents.

Just received. A handsome lot
Beaver Shawls at

o?

Ladies’ Silk Handkerchiefs, suitable for
'

got a cotton compress in $4.00.

a cubic foot in space. The pressure

holiday presents, 25c each.

5,000 yards Fine Alpacas, in

is

Shades;

largest bell in the wot Id is in the

temple of Clars in Kiatoe, Japan.
struck by a

is

sold the

and sixteen inches thick

at the

Children’sFancy Wtwl How, in great
variety, 10c a pair. Splendid aasortmeul

Ladles’ and of Ladles’ and Misses’ Woolen and Merino

of

Children Worsted Sacques, Nubias, Fancy Hosiery.

It has

wooden

Dark Cloth

15 cents.

Splendid Assortment

country. A property bought
fl*e ye»r» ago fur villa «ile« at '.ring r-n. III. twentyfour

the price of 2,550,000 marks

Mu. A. Westveer, who was the sexton
of the 1st Kef. Church for a number of

-

no clapper, but

Ikrliii

ranted fast colors, 6 cents per

Handkerchiefs in boxes, Lace Handker-

two

two thousand tons.

decline in real estate is not conthis

10,000 Yards of Standard Prints, war-

Em-

broidered Collars and Cuffs in fancy boxes, Canton Flannels8 centi.

weighing four hundred and forty pound*,

The

The

22c per yard.

Texarkana that reduce*, a bale of cotton,

gold.

is

*tf-ly

Handkerchiefs,8Uk Bows, Plain and

in

flowing loosely, trains

behind her on the ground like a robe

have Just received

large invoices of Ladles’ Silk Ties, Silk

_

the trunk lines.

They have

is

Beautiful MaUalease Dresi Goods only

goods suitablefor

We

the Holiday trade.

same

Switzerland, the only

system.

in

Twenty-two towns in Texas are organ- adapted for Holiday presents,all of which
izing companies and making preparations we offer at the lowest possible market
\
to build tap roads to conned them with

are mostly Germans.

tine eleven children. Her hair

_

Special Bargains

patent laws, are about perfecting a pat

ent

band tendered their congratulationsto the
lately married City Marshal,by way of a

coLU^/nnsr.

European nations which at present have

Grand Haven, Mich., has had no

tioner, of

Mexican senate has paosed a con-

On Thursday evening

_

Bros. 'Seal of North Larolina,'at the

Holland and

gation in this city, have gone under.

The

READ THIS

__

Query: “Why will men smoke common tobacco, when they can buy Marburg

delegates.

A

is $4,000.

fifth pair of twins has just arrived.

menced again and the school bells make
music on the

Pointer, has gone on duty in Texas.

Two farmers in Oquawka, 111., sowed
Poor follow. No wonder he has to travel
between forty and fifty acres of rye the
to keep
week before Christmas.
Nine thousand barrels of floor were
Ex Kf.bkl Gen. Hood’s infantry brigade
shipped from Minneapolis to European
ia assuming appalling proportions. The
markets during the month of December.

the Board of Supervisors.

\

Lieutenant Flipper,the colored West

Grant’s monthly income

day.

Our

-

-

Charles-

Hoods and Scarfs.

We have made

Beautiful line of Kid Lined Gloves, Castor Gloves, Cloth Gloves,

and

will be found one of the most complete In
Gauutlets,

rim.
in

all sizes

and

very extensive prepara-

tion for the Holiday Trade, and our stock

hat-

the city.

all grades.

other day for 258,770 marks.

Senator Sharon of Calilornia has sold
Customers will please bear In mind that
Furs cheaper than ever, Handsome
of the Ophir and Belcher
we
have strictly One Price. Our Goods
years, is so dangerously ill that bis sons
List of letters remaining in the Post
Alaska setts, $3. Good quality Mink
mines to Flood & O’Brien. His struggle
are nil marked in plain figures from which
Kdward and Henry, one at Chicago and office at Holland, Midi., Jan. 10, 1878:
setts, $8. Splendid line of Children’s
to retain control of these properties is the
there will be no deviation under any cirthe other in Iowa, have been telegraphed Mrs. T. Devine, Miss E. Daker, J. 1).
Furs.
his control

Shuim, A.

for.

11.

Noordhuis, Mrs.

Hall ie

Bus-

in the

well, Mrs. N. J. Walker.

Lately our

livery

men have

sustained

Wm. Vkkbkek, P.

M.

Senate during the contest between

the two parties.

There is a Homan Catholic priest at
Quite an excitementwas created In
New Rochelle, N. Y., who protests
lost two horses, and this week Mr. Har- Grand Haven last week, by the sudden aragainst the abolitionof religiousexerrington & Vaupcll lost one of their best rest of keepers of bawdy houses, their recises in the schools and who begs that the
draft horses.
lease, and rear real, and still the end is
Protestant Bible may be ictained there to
not yet. The Grand Haven News-JourChas. Thatcher and a brother by that
the exclusion of ihe Cutolic version, rather
iiiU devotes a whole column to the details

lively short time Mr. J. II. Nibbellnk has

name, and

a brother-in-law of the

-

ers, by the name of Frank

Thatch, have

thereof.
The

been arrested,and are held in the county
Jail to await their trial in

the

Circuit

N.

Court, on the chargt of larceny at Ottaw’a
Station, and at Lamont.

While

killing

Thursday of

hogs, at Allegan, on
week, Ira Curtis had

last

^

The

First National Bunk at Charlotte,

begun paying out Mexican dol-

C., has

half of one per cent.

The

the

wound

The

will mike
-----

it

--

serious.

latest dispatches

tice is

very

is

done by the advice

of

Eng-

land, and the entire Turkish cabnet

_

The expenses of this work are covered by
voluntary contributions ot the citizens of
St.

Joe.

Wk

in-

call

___

Cor. Canal and Bronson Street,

GRAND
Customers will please take

ners, about nine years old, while playing
with a spool in his
it

mouth, last Sunday,

for, only a half

Another

rule will be carried out strictly to the letter.

a mile away, but arrived

STAND

Democrat.

DEALER

On

the great lakes addition

The county

was

should be established as follows: night

last,

Burned out by the Ute Fire I have re
the itore formerly occupiedby

Rubbers, Slippers, etc.
Where
ere

neatert *tyle# and be»t qnalltfcBwhich I
•ffer cheaperthan anybody else.

on Monday

<ir

the county safe blown open, and

Makes Custom Work

a

Sand Beach.

Specialty.

Etc., Etc.

D R

VAN RAALTE.

K.

The Goods are

CROCKERY!

PRICES ARE LOW.
o—
-

From and

after this

date,

tend to devote to this

A prompt deliveryfree of charge, can
I

2, further perfected their organization

France established himself as king of

by adopting rules of order and by electing Italy.

The court was

transferred to

•ade

the necessary attention,

hand a comof White vGranite

d will keep on
ete stock

aid C. C. Ware.

$1,000 is oflered for the arrest of the

A

thieves. They are supposed to be three

be relied upon.

.

line ol

•

No.

first-class

mAg-t

were strewn over the floor, torn and

year, and likewise stood all hardships The latest news from Europe announces burned. In the mixture were many fragconnected with pioneering.He was nn the death of King Victor Emnanucl, at ments of money, indicatingthat the curupright Christian and was an elder of the Rome on Wednesday afternoon in his rency in the safe roust have been in part
3rd Ref- church, until recently. He leaves 58th year. He married, in 1842, the Arch- destroyed or so burned and torn as to be
duchess Adelaide, of Austria, and took an suspiciously marked. Nine hundred dola wife and five children.
active part in the events of 1848. As King lars tielonging to the treasurer, and kept
The Dramatic Society which organized of Bardina he sent an army of 17,000 men separately from the county funds, was left
under the auspices of Columbia Fire Co. to the Crimea, and in 1859 with the aid of on Ute floor, badly burnt. A reward of

Groceries,

Crockery,
Flour & Feed.

vouchers of the treasurer and other papers

third parties that settled here in that

A new Stock ef

Hats Sl Caps,

south complete life-savingstations at Old Point, walnut book-case six feet distant, sm
of the city limits. Mr. Kerkhof was one Aux Barques, near Port Austin, and at ing it, and scattering the whole#ln
of our oldest settlers, having come here in Middle Island, and a life-boat station at side of the door over the rooin«/Thc
of the second

will be pteaaed to aee all my old :u,to»and as many new onea aa will favor me
with a call.

I

Dry Goods,

one of our oldest settlershas

company with some

ROOST l SON,
Rim Stmt.

J.

last, at his residence a little

1848, in

opened io

Corner Ninth and

On Lake Michigan, complete lile-saviug over $2,400 stolen. The charge used for
stepped out— Mr. J. Kerkhof — who has stations at Sleeping Bear Point and at the explosionmust have been terrific,as
long been a fearful sufferer iroin paralysis Bayley’sharbor, and life boat stations at it broke the thick glass in the window
and uervous debility. He died on Wed- Kenosha and Muskegon; on Lake Huron, and hurled the sale-door against
nesday

!

G. Van Putten.

building of Allegan count

burglariously entered

!

IN

Boots and Shoes

and one regiment ot cavalry. Prince Of the
Mirsky has occupied Kezanlik and Gen.

— r _________
The Supirinteudeotof the life-saving
fire department
was
promptly on hand and prevented the spread Istaions of the United States, in his annual

stations

All our goods are marked in plain figures from which there will be no deviation
under any circumstances,which saves time, gives fair treatment to all. The abov*

too late to render any assistance.—

Scobeleff holds Shlpka.”

ul

of our system of doing

could be relieved. Dr. Linsley was sent

sured for $2,000— consequentlythe loss

is

notice

RAPIDS, MICH.

in his throat and died before he

ies

report, says:

WCRZBUM,

W.

F.

from Mr. E. G. White that a
Mr. John Smith, of Burnlp’s Cor-

diary, as no fire had been kindled in the ibeen a decided success. Call on him and
mill for four months. The mill was in- judge for yourself.

of the conflagration.

New

Cloaks, at greatly reduced prices.

of Ohio

the attention of our readers to

-

Just received a splendid line of

in

Grand Rapids.

Grand Duke Nicholas has telegraphed
dorses the policy. The general opinion the renewed advertisement of Mr. 8.
Reidsema, who has filled up his store with the following to the Emperor from Latcha
is that negotiations will lead to peace.
a new and superb stuck of furniture, Jan 9: “I am happy to congratulate your
Majesty upon a brilliant victory gained
Just as we go to press our special co
which he offers fur sale very cheap. The
respondent at Zeeland, Mich., sends u coinpletnessof his stock and the large this day. Gen. Radetzky has, after desperate fighting, captured the whole Turthe news that Mr. P. Vijn’s saw mill burn
variety displayed to view are features seled at about 12 o’clock on Thursday nigh
mi surpassed in any large city, and is kish army defending Shlpka Pass, con
sisting of forty-one battalions,ten batterIt is believed to be the work of an ince
ie of the reasons why his business has

not heavy. The

manufac-

learn

river so us to connect with the main stream.

probable, the Sultan having

tiie best

turers and for style and finish cnnnol be

business.

We

got

Instructed his army officersto conclude
truce, which

and cheapest stock of Dress Goods

people of St. Joseph, Mich., have
son of

ropean seat of war indicate that an armis-

(2)

meres, Black Alpacas, MattalesseDress excelled.

one- protected; and he thinks that the system
of contractingfor the labor of state prison

own hands lo a certain extent, and have
engaged a lug and a dredge machine to
cut a canal from the south branch of the

from the Eu-

two

Goods, Knickerbocker Goods. The largest

convicts is iM-miclous.

made upon

in

‘

Our Cloaks arc from

banks are urderin ^,e payment ot all wages in cash only,
and not by orders for goods. He wants cotsTan
barrels of the coin, ’ihe dollar costs
operative associationsincorporated and
ninety seven cents, and the expressageof
u barrel containing$5,000 is less than

Splendid assortmentof colors

button Kid Gloves, 50 cents per pair.

Bargains in Black and colored Cash

lars, and the other

him by one of the animals. Fears are en- taken their harbor improvements in their
tertained that the poisonous character of

stale labor commissioner

in

75c; sold elsewhere for

at

favors the enactment of a law compelling

the muscles of the right thigh severely
torn by a tusk in an attack

$1.00.

than have both of them thrown out.

___

cumstances.

-

Elegant quality Silk Handkerchiefs
great variety,

aevere losses in horses. Within a compar-

-

-

business that has kept him out cf his seal

BT CALL AND
G.

Holland, Not.

1,

SEE.

VAN PUTTEN.

1877.

Fine Building Site For Sale.

liberal deduction to

rpilK Bast 45 feet of Lot 5bln
in Block 96. SltuaUtf
Monday evening Florence in 1865: In 1868 Italy and in number, and it is thought they went
'ose who buy sets or in large X between J . O. Doeabnrg’eDrug Store, tad P.
* A. Htcketee’e General Store,
iv, un
on muMi
Elcbtl street.
last, Jan. 7th: President—R. A.
russia defeated Austria, and Victor south from here on a stolen hand car beInquire of
H. DOKSBVRG.
antities.
ten; Vice President— A. M. Kantcrs; Secfli imauuel entered Venice. Rome was yond Plainwell, where they abandoned
8~tf
Hotbann, April 7. 1877.
— F. J. Ort; Trcas — G. J. Dinkeloo. The made the capital in 1870. The heir to the the car and crossed over lo the Grand
Rockingham
Yellow
A Large and Fine
society have adopted as their motto; *‘0e- Italian throne is Prince Humbert, born in Rapids and Indiana railroad, and took a
are in large supplies.
fening baurt KunsL” Everything will be 1844, now a Major-General in the army. train north.
g. J. vaarwerk.
conducted in the Holland language. They
Later— The latest news from Allegsn
— OF
Tuesday
morning of last week, Willie
Hollaxd,
Mich.,
Sept. 10 1875.
will hold their regular busineas meetings
is to the effect that the three men on the
every Monday evening in Columbia Hall, Jennison, 21 years of age, son of Hiram hand car passed the target man at the
Jennison,of Jennisonville, drove to Grand
and are now ready to take in new memcrossing iu Plainwell at 5:15 Tuesday
Rapids, Mich., with a Mr. Hardy, in a
— Jest received at
bers according to their adopted rules.
morning. He also learned that two of
buggy. The horse was vicious. His
of them concealedthemselves in a box
Another and a rather laughable inc companionleft him in that city, and JenFAMES RYDER, Proprietor.
car and were carried to Wayland where
nison drove home alone. Nothing further
dent occurred at Zeeland a couple of day
they were discoveredand ordered oat by
ago on the farm of a Mr. Poest, located was seen of him till the next morning,
Eighth Street, City or Holland.
/Thin hotel haa changed handa, and will hencethe conductor.They then got on the pasih be run bv lie old proprietor.
The traveling
on Ute southeast corner of the Village. iwhen he was found dying on the steps of
senger and went to Gianu Rapids, arriving 'communitycan rely on the beet accommodations.
is home, in Jennisonville. He lived
A Complete a«sortm«ntof Children’s snd Infan tMr. Poest’s son, Dirk, went to the burn to
there in advance of tlie'dUpatchessent fj^jy Us altration,near the Chicago depot, makes it the
shoes for fill snd winter,and a full line of
bsndkai
and esaiett hotel for the weary traveler.
ibout
three
hours,
but
was
unconscious,
feed the stock on Thureday morning, and
Ladies' and Gentleman’swear.
hereto intercept them, film third 'man on
JAMBS
RYDER.
theory is that he was thrown out of
missed one of the best cows, presumed it
Hot.mhd.
Angu't
1077.
#
the hand car hired a horse and sleigh in
e buggy on the road, and perished from
was stolen, gave the alarm, and officers
Plainwell very early to go to Cooper, say>ld and exposure. His clothes were
US.
were dispatched to trace the thieves, hut
Farm for Sale.
ing that he was going there to see a rela-:o:ted
with
mud
and
ice.
The
family,
all to no purpose. About noon old Mr.
tion, and was in a hurry as he wanted to
I will aril eighty acres of splendid clav
I am now celling the HowebewlugMacbln.,
Id and influential residents, are in deep be back in Plainwell tor a certain train.
Poest accidentally came in contact with a
soli, six miles from this city. Near church and will henceforthkeep It for eale at my ator<
iction. The young man had a very He drove to Kalamazoo where he left the amUchool bou*j, at a bargain, M acres Peddling machines with wagons km been sbollabt 4
cow while working In a large straw stack.
for the simple reason that the prices of machines
character, was never known to horse with directions that it be^ent back of this land Is partiallyimproved. f Also aic too low to admit of any expense in that wav.
Sequel; the cow broke hH)»e, went to the
to Plainwell, and be took the Grand
40 acres of unimprovedland in the Town- Call In and gut bargains.
straw stack, buried hcr*elf completelyand drink, and was remarkably free from bud Rapids and Indiana railroad south.
ship of Fillmore. Inquire of
B. BEHOLD.
habits, and these facts helps to mystify the Sheriff Gates, of Kalamazoo county, is in
the following officers, on

^

and

USTEW stock:
—

BOOTS & SHOES
—
HOTEL
E. HEROLD,

1,

CALL

m

SEE

.

had

to

remain there until released, whet

abc was found ul) right— but no thieves.

l

iau*:e

of

this

and calamity.

[

hopes of keeping track of this fellow.

42

-if

M. D.

HOWARD.

IIoi.i and,

Mich., Sept. J, 1877.

I? Oil)

i i

MAN 'bribL

#t+

TU

»

aadlygud reproachfully. She ^as^bout

way.
1

4

His

the

fit of

other, in his usual cool

anger was passed.

Injustice, infamous injustice !
! I think I see her meek face

curly, golden bait,’ her simple, child- girl
like manner, was something he had nev- looking at

Poor
now,

me so proudly and yet so
er seen before. Her expression was sweetly. I never saw anything so lovely
timid and yet proud, and, looking into in my life.”
Why, the man is in love !” exclaimed
her eyes, the young man was not surEdward Dubois, the heir to the murdered
prised at the reply lie received.
"Sfonsieur, I nave done nothing to man’s property.
“ Half; and what’s more, Edward, do
give you a right to insult me. What,
you have done may have been meant you know I’d marry that girl to-morrow if she’d have me, but I* know she
kindly, but I ask alms of no one.”
Pardon, mademoiselle,”exclaimed wouldn’t.”
the other, confused and stammerinff. “By my faith,” said Edward, “you
“ I meant no insult. Pardon me, mad- amaze me, and I am not easily amazed.
emoiselle, I pray you. I thought you Of course you are joking.”
“ Time will show. But now, my dear
poor, ana my impulse was to aid you.”
“ Thank you, monsieur, for the first fellow, adieu; you follow that patn in
kind word I have heard these fifteen search of pleasure, I this on business.”
“ Adieu, a dcwiain.”
years, except from my own mother,”
“•Yes. You breakfast with me at the
said the yonng girl “But go your
way, or else the whole country will shun little inn, you know.”
“Agreed, my philosopher.Adieu.”
you too.”
And Edward Dubois galloped down a
“Begone, wretch!” exclaimed the
other, riding up and raising his whip narrow path leading to the chateau of a
menacingly;“ begone, viper, and dare certain Count de Jesson, who that day
gave a grand dinner and evening party.
not speak to an honest man. ”
The young man listened in amaze- As soon as Arthur saw that he was out
of sight he turned his horse’s steps and
ment.
“I did not speak to monsieur; mon- galloped hard toward the charcoal-burn
sieur spoke to me,” said the girl gently, er’s hut.
with, however, a smile of pity and conWhen Madeleine returned to the hut
tempt
aud began making a fire she told her
“Raise your accursed lips to me mother what had passed and showed her
again,” cried the other furiously. “ and the gold piece. They were used to this
I will scourge you with my whip.”
kind of treatment, and the mother did
“ Monsieur is perhaps a coward,” ««id not feel it much now. Tho scorn of fifteen
the gentle girl, stung to anger for once, years had made her despise tho world.
turning at the same time to face his in- But Madeleine seemed hurt.

Where often you’ll tee hla face,
Stffer and steedy, peering about,

He

**

girl raised her Angelic face to his, hate,” said

rattlee hia (tick at bln hecln, and hra{»,
Aa he cornea almflliD«along the flag*—
Bract of hla rlcheaand hraga of hia raga,
Much work and UtUe play.
feu ae« where 1 am," »*yn old man Oram—
“ You eea where I am to-day.

“ I came to town attwttve year* old.
With a thliling In thla ’ere pocket"—
You abould tee him chuokle and knock it I
11 The town to me waa a big atom client,
With fortune* locked In the UU ; but I gneeaed
A ailver key would unlock it—
My littlekey would unlock it.
^ I found in a rag-f hop kept by a Jew t
< A place to aleep and a Job to dm
And managed to make my.fhflliugtwo ;
And that’a alwaya been my way.
Now kee where 1 am.” oriea old man Oram—
*• Now see where I am to-day !”

>

In hia den atop of the butcbrr'a ahop
He lira In hla lair of huaka,
And anpa on gruel and ruakn,
And a bone now and then to pick and gnaw,
With hardly a tooth In hla old Jaw,
But a cnnple of curioua tueka t
Though half Oram Court he calla hla own.
Here, hoarding hla rents, he has llted alone,
Until,like a hungry wolf, he haa grown
Daggy and
Gaunt and nbaggy
and gray.
You aee where I am,
am”sgrowled old man Oram,
Am I looked In to-day.

‘Hark! you must and yon will. Take
my property, and think, when you enjoy
it, with pity on its guilty present owner, \
and I wul make a public oenfession, pay
the heirs of Dubois their 16,000 francs,
and, by^proving my own guilt, obtain
the pardon of the innocent De Pierrepont Refuse and I will die impenitent,
for my only friend will have deserted
me.*

TO CORA

44

1 accepted. ”

44

And may Heaven blase you J” said
sobbing mother, while
Madeleine hid her head in her mother’s
44

Till,

Love thee, Cora 7 As the river,
Trickling down the mountain's aide,
Osins In breadth and depth forever
Aa it flowa to Join the tide,
So my love in thee abiding,
Aa I Journey down life's way,
Ever in thy troth confiding.
Grows more Luting day by day.

French aqd English Consuls— four Englishmen and four Frenchmen, two

A

wild shriek

from both

women was

his reply.
44 And now, Madeleine,” said he, taking the girl’s bftud, 44 before I have the

chance

of rivals

may I renew my

by token stillIncreasing,
at last Its depth ahoold know.

Thou

later, in presence of the

priests and tho Alcalde — Gaillard, or
rather, Mesnord, made his solemn confession, which was signed by all present,
sealed, and one of two copies given to
me. That copy is now in the hand of
the Minister of Justice, and here,”
drawing forth a letter, “is a copy of
your fathers free pardon.”

.

Love theo, Cora 7 Do yon ask me
If my love for thee be trno,
Aud if I will ever love thee
As I promisedonce to do 7
Then my heart fore’erunceasing,
Would, in love, to thee o’erflow,

lap.

An hour

-

Love the*, Cora 7 Within toy heart
Thine Image ever baa a shrine.
From which thy love shall ne’er depart
While life and mental powers are mine ;
And Hwould crush my heart with sorrow
Make existence life-long pain,
If I thought thy smile* to-morrow.
In their love for me should wane.

the weeping aud

44

F

Love, thee, Cora 7 Bad and dreary
Seem the hours away irom you,
Aud my heart is sad and weary,
though my love none leu the true;
But, lu truth, I can not tell thee
If my love with me shall die,
For a spirit fondly tells me
44 It shall live beyond tho sky.’4
Beloit, Wia.
Gkorok.

PITH AND POINT,

re-

quest for your hand and heart ?”
The latest out— The hired girl
44 Monsieur, no man on earth can ever
“Can marine animals talk?” Cerdo for me what you have done. In an
hour I have lived years of joy ; that joy tainly; seal skin.
I owe to you. Give me my father, and
The best defloition of quicksilveris
the love of my whole life, if you value the nimble sixpence.
it, shall be your poor reward.”
Dealers report the slowest toys this
This sudden resolutionof the young
season to be the tor toise.
girl, so natural under the circumstances,
A hint to hotel keeper#— How to treat
sults.
“ I do not care," she exclaimed aloud, was approved of heartily by the mother.
a guest : Treat him with inn- civility.
Next
morning
there
sat
in
a
small
inn
in
“What! you dare answer me,” and at last, “ for what young Monsieur Du“ I had once a niece, who came to town
May not the venerable editor who prebois said; but I am vexed that the good- Solenthal,waiting for breakfast, a man,
he raised bis hand again.
: Aa poor aa any church mouse
not old, but bowed by years of woe. fers old to new jokes be called an old
“
Nay,
Edward,
you
would
not
hit
a
looking
stranger
should
have
said
that
I
She wanted to keep my house.
gray-haired and pale. On each side of saw sage ?
•Tut ! I hare no house to keep ; go back.'
woman
i J
was not a woman.”
I gare her a dollar, and told her to pack ;
him
gat a woman— one his wife, the other
“ A woman ! Do you call Madeleine
44 Life is made up of sunshine and
“ You are not a woman, but an angel,”
At whlAi ehe made auch a tonne—
You never did see auch a tome I
de Pierrepont,the child of the assassin exclaimed Arthur, solemnly. He had his daughter. They had been talking shaddow ’’—about five shaddos to one
Whole rows of home* were mine, eho said
of my Uncle Dubois, a woman? Sav, approached on foot and had heard a por- for hours, and were not wearied yet A sunshine.— «/b#/i Billings.
I had mgre bank aharca than hairs in my head,
young man sat opposite,his face beamrather, a fiend,” screamed the usually tion of their conversation.
And gold like no much iron or lead—
A recent poem has the followingline:
All which I couldn’tgalnnay.
calm dandy.
The mother aud daughter stood still ing with delight Several times the 44 A tear danced in her eye.” That tear
Men aee where I am.” grins old man Gram—
waiter had announced breakfast, but the
“Madefeine do Pierrepont!” replied in dumb amazement
must have been at the eye-ball.
M They aee where I am to-day.
young man had always bade him be quiet
the other, staggering so that his friend
“You
seem
surprised, madam,” said
The reason why the stove pipe is so
41 But if there in anything ! detest,
had to turn his assistance to him. the young man, addressing the mother. and wait still a while.
And for which I have no occasion,
popular
among paragraph ere is that it
At length a hurried step was heard,
“Madeleine de Pierrepont? And this “You will be still more so when 1 add
Sir, ' a poor relation.
always looks funnelly when put toThey’re always plenty and always In need
and
the
young
Edward
Dubois
entered.
is Madeleine de Pierrepont! Truly," that I have returned with the deliberate
Take one, and soon you will have to feed
gether.
he muttered, as he remounted his horse, intention of imploringyou to give me He started as if bit by a snake, and would
Just about half the nation—
When the landlady discovered that
have left the room.
Tbey’ll swarm from all over the nation
“ she is not a woman.”
your daughter’s hand in marriage; not
And I have a rule, though it’s nothing new—
Stop l” said Arthur, sternly,as he her boarders were dropping off, the burThe
other
imitated him. and they rode uow, instantly, but when you know me
’Tis one that I learned from my friend the Jew :
caught him by the wrist 4 Rat her kneel den of her song beoime, “Nothing but
off, leaving the young girl to weep better.”
Whatever I fancy, whateverX do,
I alwaya ask. Will It pay 7
and ask for pardon than fly. Read this, leaves.”
alone. In a few minutes, however, she
“Monsieur!”exclaimed the mother,
Now aee where Ism," boasts old man Gram—
man,” and he put in his hand the printMrs. Sprigoins, after preparingher
wiped
her
eyes,
and
then,
fearful
she
44 Jmt see where I am to-day !”
indignantly, “this is too much. Go.
might be suspected of appropriatingthe The felon’s daughter is still too goo<Mor ed bill proclaiming the injustice of two little 44 Presidents of the ffiture” for
The littleboys dread hla coming tread,
Pierrepont ’s sentence,hie free pardorf, their bath, callea them “a pair of ungold-piece, she took it up, wrapped it in insult.”
They ore pale aa he passes by,
nnd
containingthe certifiedconfession of dressed kids.”
a
piece
of
paper,
with
the
intention
of
And the sauciestours are shy.
“Madam,” said Arthur, respectfully,
Hia stick is so thick and he looks so grim.
returning it to its owner. She then “ perhaps your astonishment will cense Mesnard.
Whatever else may be said against
Not even a beggar will bi g of him ;
Edward Dubois read it in silence. the Chinese, no one can truthfully say
lifted up her bundle and walked slowly when I odd that yourhusbandis innocent,
You should hear him mention why !—
When he had finished he turned and that ho ever saw one who parted hia
There ’ a very good reason why.
toward the hut.
and that I have come 16,000 miles to
The poor he hates, and he hann't a friend,
grasped the ex-convict’s hand.
hair in the middle.
“ Tell me the story of the girl,” said prove it.”
And none hut a fool will give or lend
“No apology can make up for my
44 For, only begin, there’ll bo no rnd—
the young man, gravely.
are— speaking — seriously?”
A philosopherwho went to a church
That’a what I always say.
conduct,” he said, 44 but what I can do I
The other told it: “Fifteen years gasped the poor woman.
where
the people came in late said it was
Now aee where I am,” crows old man Oram—
will. This bill will satisfy the whole
44 Jmt aee where I am to-day !"
before, the father of Madeleine de Pierre“On my soul and conscience,”said country.”
tho fashion there for nobody to go till
pont and a Monsieur Dubois, a rich pro- Arthur, solemnly.
Hia miserly gain is the harvest grain ;
“Monsieur,” replied De Pierrepont, everybody got there.
All the rest is chaff and stubble ;
prietor, had been intimate friends. De
“ Oh joy ! oh joy !" shrieked the girl,
44 When is the best time to pick apin husky tones, “ you aid but as the
And the life beyond is a bubble.
We are as the beasts ; and he thinks, on the whole, Pierrepont was comfortably off, from clasping the stranger round the neck, world did. Appearances were against ples ?” This is a very simple question.
’Tis quite aa welt that be haa no aoul.
the fact of his having several occupa- “ the savior has come at last.”
The best time for snob work is when the
me and all condemned me.”
For that might give him trouble—
tions. He was collector of the rent of a
“Be calm, my dear young lady, and I
Might give him a deal of trouble.
“Edward, my friend,” said Arthur, farmer is not looking, and there is no big
rich member of his noble family; he was will tell you my story in a few words.
The long and abort of the old man’s creed
“you see the danger of judging from dog in the
la to live for hlnue'f and to feed hla greed.
tax-gftthererand adjoint to the Maire. You will tnen understand my motives in
appearances.
Had De Pierrepont been
The world la a very good world Indeed,
The people in a town in Iowa wanteu
The Maire was M. Dubois, a rich man, coming here. I scarcely expected to
If only a chap might stay
ruly guilty, bis wife and child would a flouring-mill, and finally they got it;
44 Only stay where 1 am,” whines old man Oram—
but somewhat of a miser. It appeared find you at Solenthal,but at last deterlave been pitied, not scorned. As it is, and they are now very anxious to have a
44 Slav Juai where I am to-day 1”
that one afternoon Dubois asked Pierre- mined to try. I came yesterday night,
— Harpers MagcaiM for January.
a vile prejudice Las made these two bank established, so that they can borrow
pont to walk over to a small town at and soon heard of your heroic resignawomen for fifteen years outcasts ^nd money to bny flour.
some distance to receive with him a large tion nnd courage. Be seated, dear girl,
pariahs.”
Some soured bachelor says : “Heaven
THE STAIN OP PARENTAGE,
remittance, with which he had to pay a and listen to tidings that will be joyful
Edward made no reply, as the break- in its merciful providence gave
bojly of workmen employed on public indeed to your filial heart.”
fast came in. He, like all the country
no beard to woman, because he well
In th* wood* forming what remains of Works, and other expenses incurred in
Madeleine, blushing, her color going
tho forest of Ardennes, about a mile the building of a church and school- and coming, obeyed aud seated herself round, was horrified now they found knew they could not hold their tongues
nevei long enough to be shaved.”
how unjust they had been; andi neyei
from * small village called Solenth&l,a room. Dubois felt safer with a com- on a log near the young stranger.
was wedding more tumultuously'
narrow path leads from a high road to a panion. It was afterward proved that
“Have the animals a sense of hu“ I am a young Frenchman,and about
and feted than that of Arthur de'
spot once occupied by charcoal burners, they receivedthe money, dined together seven years ago I emigrated to Peru in
mor ?” asks an owlish exchange. Cerand Madeleine de Pierrepont.
but now abandoned. It was a gloomy at tne Soleil d’Or, drank rather more search of fortune. I started as a lawyer,
tainly they have. You’ll always find
have not heard that one man, woman or
place. The ground for about an acre than they were used to, and then, de- nnd found business plentiful enough. I
that jackasses are ready to laugh imwas black, where charcoal had been spite every representation,set out to knew many Frenchmen in the place, but child in the forest of Ardennes has been moderately at the poorest jokes.
cured of the evil habit of judging always
horned and stored, while a small fringe walk home, though
Pierrenont a merchant of the name of Gaillard was
Said an excessivelyflesh v woman
from appearances, and visiting on the
of green grass had perched itself for- wished to hire a gig. Next mornin
my most intimate friend. He was twice
1 can scarcely make a remark but that
innocent the sins of the guilty.
ward from the forest, and commenced body of Dubois was found about a
my age, grave even sullen and saturnine;
my husband is always ready to take me
regaining the lost ground. In the cen- died yards beyond the house o:
but he had quaint ways, was very charup.”
“ Madam,” replied ft printer,
A Prophecy of the Pacific Coast
ter was a deep hole, to be entered only Pierrepont,which was at the foofof a itable, and I liked him. Besides, the
“your
husband is always ready, then,
Twenty years hence nearly all the
on one aide by a path of narrow dimen- hill that led up to the village,
others were married, had families, and
for a fat take.”
breadstuffs
for
export
from
the
United
sions. In this was a small hut, of money was gone aa well as his w
he was alone. We used to meet of an
“Let me see,” said Mr.. Spilkins,
States will be produced in the country
wretched aspect, one of millions in rings.
evening at a cafe, play piquet, drink
west
of
the Rocky mountains. The ex- 44 this year Christmas fell on Tuesday.”
France, where glitter and glonr hide
“A search took place instantly, and sherbet, and then walk home together.
That accounts for it ! We thought it
misery worse than that of Ireland in her De Pierrepont, as his companion, was He was rich, and lived in great style, ception will be the surplus production of
must have fallen on something, and got
corn
in
the
Mississippi
valley.
Ohio
has
wont days, where sonnd and show con- visited by the polico agent. De Pierre- but not in any way up to his income.
hurt, too. It was the “lamest” Christceased
to
be
a
great
wheat-producing
ceal from ns 16,000,000 of paupers. pont deposed that Dubois, on his reach- People wondered he never married, but
State.
This
crop
is yearly diminishing mas that ever fell on a week-day.
This hot had no window. It was curved ing his house, bade him go in, for that he said he had been married, and was
in Illinois ; in Minnesota, the produc“Don’t touch this,” said Mrs. Gobin shape and closely resembled a wig- he conld go the hill safely alone; but not inclined to try the experiment again.
wam of the poorest class. It consisted still he requested him to keep a bag of He looked with alarm at the prospects tion this year was only about as much as ble, as she laid before her husband a
in California, where we had one of the specimen of her Christmas baking 44 it’s
of three poles stuck in the ground, meet- 1.000 francs in silver,because it was so of my settlingin life, and did all be
ing at the top, these tied together, and heavy, until the morning. This 1,000 could to preserve unto himself one dryest seasons ever known. The agri- onlv a sample.” “Mjr dear,” replied
culture of all the vast region west of the Gobble, as he gobbled it down, “in futhen, of coarse, thatch and mnd.
francs he gave up to the police. Of bachelorfriend.
Rocky mountains is still in its infancy. ture it will be an ex-(s)flmple to you.”
hole was left in the top for the smoke to
4 About a year ago he fell ill, and the
16.000 francs in notes he solemnly deSome of the great Territories are not yet
pes’i through. The floor was of mud. clared he knew nothing. On this he doctor at once intimated to him that he
A little girl down in Maine was listenproducing
breadstuffsenough for home ing with much interest to the story of
In ohe comer was a pile of straw, which, was arrested as the assassin, tried, found would not recover. Apart from disease,
consumption. That was true of Oregon Jonah. When the question was at-ked,
with two chairs and a table, formed the guilty and sent to the galleys for life. it was a general break-up of nature.
a few years ago. Now there is a large
whole of the furniture. It was occupied His wife solemnly declared that she
“When he found ttiere was no hope fleet of wheat-laden ships sailing from “What should you suppose would be
by two women and a large dog. At the heard Dubois wish her husband good- he sent for me.
the first thing Jonah would do after the
her principal port every year. Utah great fish tlirew him upon the land?”
moment when our narrative commences night, and say, laugbiwgly, “ I’ll send a
44 4 Verson,’said he, 1 listen to a dying Territory, with the exception of ft little
one only was at home. She was about cart for the silver in the morning.”But,
she answered promptly, “I sh’d fink
man, and interruptme not. You see on spot about Salt Lake, made no show of
CO, poorly but not meanly clad. She instead of benefitinghim in the eyes of
he’d go home quick as be could and get
this jicd an assassin, a thief, a murderer. agricultural producte. Now the best powas dean, neat and tidy, and she plied the world, she became bis accomplice.
cleaned up.”
Fourteen year* ago, sitting in a hotel, I tatoes found west of the Mississippirivher needle with unceasing energy. She To avoid being hooted at in the streets,
Mrs. Brooks found
dreaming
saw two men dining, one of whom bad er are produced in Utah, and sentaKr
was sewing for a livelihood.
she left the village, and, every penny received sixteen or seventeen thousand to California in large quantities for”n- beauty in a- roll of butter. Jowler save
A short distance off, on the edge of being spent ere her husband’s trial was
francs. A dreadful thought came into sumption. Fruit culture has been pushed the nearest approach he could ever make
the wood, another woman, or rattier a
over, she obtained reluctant permission my head. I was not poor, but I was
beyond the Sierra. The great apple or- to the same thing, during a boardingyoung ffirLdresscd in the same manner, to dwell in tho charcoal-burner’sdewicked. I followed these two men. chards will be far up the mountains on house experience of fifteen y^ors, was a
was picking up wood and laying it in an serted
But a‘l shunned her and They walked on their way to Solenthal either slope. The culture of the grape stray lock of hair now and then, which
outspread cloth on the ground. She, her child as they would lepers, an/ to
together. I dare not attaok both, and and the wine interest will probably be indicated that the damsel had been
too. plied her work industriously, for. live, she was obliged to walk nine miles
once or twice I thought of giving up my west of the Sierra, although it is just there, but leit before be went to dinner.
until sufficient fuel had been collected
—Cincinnati Breakfast Table.
in search of wark of the coarsest dwerip- fearful design. Bat at the house of one
possible we have not yet found the best
Aahe could not cook their Immble dinner. tion. Leave the country she would not,
De Pierrepont they parted, and my vic- soils for the production of wine grapes.
A lady correspondent, who aseuces
Presently sue seemed satisfied with whst because she was born there, nnd die felt
tim, Dubois, advanced alone.
The maximum of lumber productionhas to know hew boys ought to be trained,
she had done, and was about to proceed, convinoed that her husband w
“ 1 was monster enough to think that already been reached in the States east writes as f jllows : 44 Oh, mothers, ! hunt
when two horsemen issued from the ultimately
^
Heaven gave him up to me. I bounded of the Mississippi. The eastern timber out the soft, tender, genial side of your
wood aud came along, walking their
after him ; I gave myself no time for belt has been explored,and most of the boy’s nature.” Mothers often do— with
“And you join, Edward,
horses slowly. One was a young man,
thought;! sUbbed him in the neck; lands reduced to private possession.The an old shoe.
famous
persecution.
Hupj
about five-and-twenty, rosy-cheeked,
timber belt of the Pacific coast, north of
Tib Augustus Adolphus de Toots
handsome and full of health; the other father guilty (which to me xa not clearly killed him ; took his money and fled,
Writes down his New Year's reaolutea.
proved— and you know I am a lawyer), spare you my thoughts and my fifteen Oregon, covers an area dear up to the
was ten years older, and evidentlyan
Ere the morrow is over
why
should this poor girl suffer for the years of suffering. I fled my country ; north limit of Alaska, or as far as the
He 11 wake io discover
habitue of the boulevards and the cafes
I
became
merchant
—
rich
—
respected
;
He meaudered to bed In nls boots.— PucA.
climate will permit No impression has
of Paris. His pale face, made paler sins of her father? Why, the savages
of North America, where I have just but I have npver had one happy moment. been made npon the forests of Alaska,
by a thin, black mustache and jet-black
A piunier on the PittsburghDispatch, ^
come from, are more civilised than you. Not only had I murdered him, but and the timber resourcesof Washington
hair, his hollow, sunken eyes, spoke of
I see in this heroic couple subject of Pierrepont was suspected,and sentenced Territory will last a long time.— iSan James T. McGoigan, has had an unthe man of late hoars and pleasures.
pleasant txperienoe of Illinois, The
wonder and admiration,but not of hate. for my crime, only not to death, because Francisco Bulletin.
His face was cold and repulsive, while
Sheriff of Hamilton county, whose eterPoor creatures ! Fifteen years of mis- the jury hesitated. I thus ruined au
that of the other was open aud frank.
ery have not satisfied you all, but you honest man, and sent his family to beg "A letter, written by Salmon P. Chase j nal vigilance was the price of Mr. Mo“ What a wretched occupation for so
must still treat them as outcasts.”—
their bread.’
in 1868, is published, in which he said Guigan’s liberty, arrested him on the
pretty a girl,” said the young man, rid*
“He paused. I spoke not; too ab- of Vallandigham: 44 He is a man of whose charge of being Rande, the St Elmo
dear Arthur, you have just
mg quickly on, so as to speak first;
friendship one may well be proud. Even murderer, and, after being kept in jail
sorbed
in my horror.
come from America, where it appears to
44 sorely, m& cbeie, yon might put your
when we have differed most widely, I several days, borne handuffed in oars all
“
De
Versan,
listen
to
me,
my
friend.
me
you
pick
up
very
singular
notions.
C taper Angers to a better use. Here’s
over the country, and threatened with
wul bny you firewood for months.” < For my part the wife and daughter of Do not torn against me; I have left yon have always admired his pluck and oonBihtency.
and
have
done
full
justice
to
lynching several times, tthe unfortunate
And he cast a doable Napoleon at her au assassin, and ihe assassin of my uncle, my sole heir.’
his abilitiesand
| printer was turned loose.
ore detestable wretches whom I mast
“ 4 Never will I
“ I might hare a wife to make my broth,
tthkh would be convenient— rather!
And vounkera to call me father.
But a wife would he alter my chink, you aee ;
And bantlings for them that like ” snarls he ;
“ I never would have the bother—
They're an awfol expenseand bother !
I went to propone at tilty-fonr,
But ntopued as I rabed my baud to Iho door ;
‘To think of a down brata or more !’
Bays I, and I turned away.
Now aee where I am,” hraga old man Oram—
“ Only aee where I am to-day I
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Wives Know That the Urow of Care

wished. Gen. Ouster loved West Point,

and, when he lies at rest peacefully
A Parallel to the Oonkllng •Gordon Quarrel* where he asked to lie, I shall be thankful for his sake. I wish that I might
The ^a!dN^&^tt31|!^don^>nklmg some time see you and the loved solfiasco is talked about the more it is
diers and officers who followedmy 1mslaughed at Sharper and harsher words
band so faithfully.I long to believe
are frequently uttered without rendering
thatt they claim me as belonging to them,
it necessary for four solemn old Senatoin a measure. New York is my home
rial roosters to sit up over them and
solely because I can find the work there
'onooct a Pickwickiandeclaration of
that will make my life less useless.”
i eace and harmony. But the gallant
Gordon, who is a candidate for reflecNo Labor-Saving Devices for Her.
tion, and the arrogant Oonkling had to
Then yon don’t want a clotheshave their angry pjissions assuaged as wringer to-day said the man.
Clay and King had thejm in 1841.
“No, I don’t,” replied the woman,
Francis P. Blijr had been disy
lismissed “Times are too hard to think about
a
it.
from acting as Senate Printer
ter by a
a party Here it is the middle o’ winter, and me
(afterward with my aummer hat yeti I think I see
itede- myself buying a clothes-wringer and
H&ir’s per-

and his former intimate
relations with Mr. Olay (it may be stated
sonal history,

here that Mr.
f. Clay
Claj had befriendedFrancis P. Blair, in Kentucky; when he was
quite a young man and in needy circumstances), and concluded by saying that
the. character of Mr. Blair would not
suffer by comparisonwith that of the
Senator Irom Kentucky.
Kc
Mr. Olay responded by saying
sa;
that he
should not have referred to Mr. Blair
personallyhad his name not been before
the Senate in an official character. That
for ten years he sat in silence under the
personal abuse of the Globe; that it
was an infamous paper, and its chief editor an infamous man. He considered
him a common liboler,and the paper itself a libel ; and for Mr. King to undertake to put him dn an equality with Blair
constrainedhim “ to say it was false and

much.”
goin’ bareheaded till next

summer. Not

rpm

Caution *6

Ain’t that fair enough?’’
“ I’m not finding any fault

with your
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movements.
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the highest award at the CentennialExhibition.
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CHEW
But do I want
' The Celebrated
to hide all that money where it can’t be
“ Matchless
Cough, Cold, or Sots
seen ? A clothes-wringer wouldn’t look
Wood Tag Plug
Require*
Immedlnto attention, a* neglect
Well propped up in a font window,
i Tobacco.
oftentimes result* In
la *ome
tome incurable
Incurable Lung
Long
The Pioneeb Tobacco Company,
would it? Six dollars is right smart
New York. Boston and Chicago.
diseaae.BROWN'S BRONCHIAL TROCHK8
o’ money, and I could get a hat with
it that would just more'll make the plasA Life Saved for Thirty-Five Cents.
give Immediate
terer's wife wish she’d stayed in the old —A lady in Boston had diphtheriaand was alBY
ALL
moit dead from strangulation. She was incountry.”
stantly
reheved
and
Anally
cured
by
Johnson’*
“But,” urged the man, persuasively,
Anodyne Liniment Every family should have
“ think of the hard work it would save
THE CHEAPEST
a bottle ready for instant use.
you, and besides it’s dirt-cheapat the
cowaitfiy.”
Do not oo home Saturday night withprice. No twistin’ your fingers out of
Mr. King immediatelyrose, and, ad- joint if you have one o’ them. Shall we out a copy of The Chicago Ledger. You can
got it at the news depots.
dressing the chair, said: “Mr. Presi- call it a trade?”
dent, I have no reply to make — none
It wil^pay to read advt. “Florida Homo*
» “ Not if I know myself !” returned the
whatever.”
woman. “Why, sir, with $6 1 could al- Coughs and Cold* yield readily to SchenckV ro
OUTSIDE
Within a very abort time Mr. Clay was most get a cloak that would make nearly
E CITIES.
approached by a gentleman whom he rec- every woman on the rquare catch cold
Paimonio Syrnp, which is a most agreeable remedy.
Haring * washognized as a mutual friend, bearing in
600.000 CopiN. divided
his hand what he took to be a written
terma, said the

_

piaUqs

can sell you one on weekly
payments, ” put in the man. “Give ft
Burnett’s Flavoring Extracts are
to you at the wholesale price, and let lined and indorsed by the beat Hotel* Oonfecyon pay $1 a week on it, and before yon UonerR and Grocers thronghoutthe country.
knew it you’d have it all paid for, and They are perfectly pure, and of great strength
be getting the use of it all the time.
—at once the cheapest and best— and received
“ Bat I

8200

the; IHibllo.

Is often soothed bj a delicious nipper, to
which perfect bread, rolls, biscuit, etc., are so
important fo have these delicate productsof
To avoid Imposition, purchasers iff Waltham Watches
baking always reliable, tbs, u*s of Doolm'h
a&lwfcel
will obasrve that every fSBuioa Wattlh
whether gold
GUTNS HKVOT.VKKH.
Ykabt Pov. Dr.fi is very important This article
. Addrres
Cheat Wet tom
or silver, bean our ojrn trade-mark on both caee and
Pittsburg. Pa.
is among the most valuable of the day in its
I'tlwVrtntaal»MrMwij^Bi
bearing on health. It is put np in cans always
, , . .
taHhlOWlE.at. Leals. Me.
in weight.
Gold oasea are stampod “ A. W. Co,," and guarantee
late stamped
certificates accompany them. Silver case*
. Heist Disease, by its insidious work“Am.
Watch Co.. Waltham. Mesa.. Ooln tWeet."' ml
ings, has brooght many persons to an untimely
grave. The valves ana various parts of the “ Am. Watch 06.. Waltham,Mass.. Sterlin* Silver." according to quality, and an aeomnpantadby fuarantes
Heart are very tender and easily
easilr disarranged
certificatesigned R. K. Robbins, Treasurer. The earn#
which in time will become settled Heart Dis
"Waltham" is p’-alnlyengraved upon all movement*
ease, for the relief and core of which we offer
irrespective of other dirttnRulshing
marks.
you Dr. Graves' HEART REGULATOR,a
This caution is rendered necessary by teaean at the
preparationlong and favorablyknown in New
fact that our Cases are fnqu- ntly separated ttaM our
Hampshire, whore the Doctor practiced as a
movements and pet upon worthlessmovementsof other
JljjAmmsss, A.CtUILTUBh DO.. Cwicaoq. 111.
afar physician. It is not a curtail, but is a
makers, ard tier reroo, thus aflectln*injurkmdythe
medicine which goes straight to its work.
performance of the Watebea,andvMaUngour gearaatf,
The HEARP REGULATOR will assist the which is intended only to cover our complete Watches $
action of the Heart, and its continned use will
wholly made by ns, |W Every buyer should make a
afford a permanent cure. Send for a pamdose Inspectionas Indicated.
phlet, containinga full description of its merAMERICAN WATCH 00.,
its. to Fkank E. iKOAixs, Ootioerd, N. H. For
By R. K. Robbins, Treae.
sale at 50 cents and 41 per bottle.
I
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ARTIFICIAL LIMBS
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NORTH STAR SEEDS.

soeimr the

REACH READERS

It heals the soreness, loosens the phlegm,aad ex-

Into

missive, and, without waiting for him to

speak, Mr. Cloy exclaimed with much
excitementof maimer, “You have a
challenge from Mr. King, I suppose ; I
accept it. ” Both gentlemen were determined to fight, and, as the law of the
District of Columbia prohibiteddueling
within its limite, it was greatly feared
they would escape to Virginia or

Maryland for the purpose
a hostile meeting.

The

of

friends of both,

figure, that would take the peace out of
every family within seven doors each
way. I don’t spend much money these
hard times, but when I do I want to get
a little satisfaction out of it. So you can
move on with your squeezin’ machine,
an’ sell it to some woman who hain’t got
no pride about her,” and she alammed
the door in his face.— Cincinnati Breaktaut

Talk.

11 Park

having been permanently cured of

dread disease, Consumption, by a simple remedy, is
anxiousto make known to his fellow-sufferers the means
of cure. To all who desire it, he will send a copy of the
prescriptionused (free of charge), with the directions
tor preparingand using the tame, which they will find a
that

bokx Ounx

for Consumption, Asthma,
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Bronchitis,

without regard to party feeling, made
Parties wishing the prescription will please address
The Lecture Field.
the strongest appeals to them for forHcv. f^DyVARD A. ^VUiSONj
bearance and explanation,and probably
194 Penn Htreet, WlUUmiburgh, N. Y.
Joseph Cook is getting rich in the
no similar case ever excited so much in- lecture business.John B. Gough is to
terest Firstly, after the lapse of six make a lecture tour in England. Coldays, an arrangement was made by lector Simmons, of Boston, lectures
!
which Preston, of South Carolina, made New England audiences on “Reform.”
a statement,after which King and Clay Joaquin Miller is on the platform this Locationelersted,fertile and healthy. Close to R. R.
Stations and Northern Colonies.Price Only 8 1 -25 PER
each withdaew their words, and there season. Thirty-one women are giving ACHE. Cheap transportation.Settlor* ore delighted.
Send stamp for State Man,Views,and Report Chicago Kxwas a general love-feast Hamlin played readingsthroughout the country. They curtion. BralnerdT. Smith A Co.,arJ LaSalleeL.Ohlci
lesgo.
the part of Preston, but neither Conk- are cheaper than lecturers, and exceed
A DAY Stilt H made b»
Agents selling our Chromoe,
ling nor Gordon spoke their little pieces. the demand. Burdette, of the BurlingCrayons,Pictureand Chro
Gordon is not so quick-tempered as his ton Hawk-Eye, is on a lecture tour
mo Cards. 125 simples,
worth 85. sent, postpaid.
colleague, Ben Hill, who once, in the in the East. Gen. Banks has made a
for N5'l
Cents, nluxtrated
Catalogue
free.
,
Confederate Senate, had a fearful row few engagements. Mrs. Livermore is
OUD’M HONH,

i

Paul Min.

nw Nhnrff*
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BEALS* FOSTER,

TO CONSUMPTIVE*.

most

WAMPROOF CATO,

lectionsof the country.

For sale by all Druggists.

advertiser,

St.

Advertisements receivedfor one_ or more lists. For
jatalognee,cental
containingnames of p
papers and other In’omiation, and forr estimates, wldress
addres

the part of thapatient.
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sU differentHits,coveringdifferent

pcl» It from the system with scarcelyan effort on
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Best and Cheapest._ aulnfacllon
GuaranteedIn BvttjP Case.
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_
Urabs on Oovcruuu.nlOrUar. . ,
CHAS. M. EVANt, Menuf r.
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k oners.

STAND-BY.
MEXICAN MUSTANG LINIMENT.

FOB MAN AND BEAST.
Ektabj.uhrd35 Years. Alvays cures. AHvnys
ready. Always handy. Has newr.vet failod.Thtrly
million* hare Med U. The while world approves
the gl-riousold Mustang—ths Dost and Clumpv
Linlmont Vn existence. 25 oonta a bottle. T /
Mus'ing Liniment cures when Lothing elre will.
.

SWEET HAW CHEWING TOBACCO

JOuD BY ALL MKDIOI> i£ VENDZPX

—

EST
J RxnoslUm
was awarded the hlgheotprise at Centonnlal
Er
) and liifUnir
tor Its hue chewing qualities, tbs sxoel’enoe
charnciorof its sweetening and flavor! to. If you want
’for this, and

LtdARAl

IlnWtoil. FKstnhl h

with Yancey, of Alabama. They in- booked for the winter. Beecher lecdulged in some pretty rough talk, and tures two or three times every week, and
WESTERN
at last Yancey said that Hill had made has reduced Ids price from $500 to $200.
some statements about him which were Wendell Phillips has just completed 1,200,090 ACHES for
If fl
false. Hill respondedquickly from his a tour of six weeks in the West,
Sale at §5 and §0 per Acre, In farm lots,tnd on

LAMSSliIflWfl
V

____ ! .tend for sample to

C. A. JAtil
illiuiuractarrnN
Petersburg, Vn

'

terms to suit all classes. Round-trip ticketsfrvm Chicago and return free to purchasers. Bend postal card

seat that he threw the falsehood back in

his teeth. Upon motion, the Senate
went into secret session. Yancey was
then appealed to adjust the matter, but
reiteratedwhat he had said, aid took
his seat Thereupon Hill threw a heavy
glass inkstand,which struck Yancey on
the side of his face, bruising it and causing the blood to flow profusely,but not
knocking him down or doing any visible
injury. Yancey rushed at Hill, but was
prevented from striking him, anck here
the fight ended. After much trouble
the parties were reconciledand the Senators were bound to secrecy, but the
story leaked out Many think that the
blow brought ou the spinal disease
which caused Yancey’s death.

Romantlc Stoves.
He wore sheepskin mittens, had his
trousers in his boots, and he covered his
horses with old pieces of rag carpet, and

entered a hardware store and asked to
look at a sheet-iron stove. He was shown
several patterns, one after the other, but
none seemed exactly to suit .his ideas.
“ I have shown you every style of parlor
stove on sale by anv house in Detroit,”
said the dealer os they stood before the
last one. “ Yes, I s’pose so, but none o’
them qnite fills the bill,” was the dubious
answer. “Why not? Aren’t they big
enough, tall enough, handsome enough,
or what is the trouble ?” “ Waal, I’ll
tell you ?” slowly replied the would-be
customer. “ The ole woman, she takes
a story paper, and her head is chuck full
of such names as Evangeline, Emilena,
Maud, Arabella, and RiverbcU. The
gals they read Sbakapeare, and they are
all the time talking about Hamlet, Claudius, Petruchio, Romeo, and so on. I’m
kinder postin’ up on astronomy myself,
and I'm all the time thinkin’ about Venus,

Death In HI* Favorite Rche.
The mortuary statistics of the whole civilized world show that about ono-fifth of all
mankind dio of consumptionalone, and the
number of deaths due to consumptionboars a

WaxIb&ittoa.rimMU, BroomConi,Pore

for

.

- rults,and. In fact, we
t*c Fruits,

,

greater ratio to the whole-number than that of

/IK.,

rWther
ler three diseases together,
together. Moreover,
investigation iiroves
proves that this ratio
ratio is steadily
Its increasing prevalence has led
increasing. It
to the popular belief that consumption is incurable. Every year hundreds of these sufferors seek, in the sunny retreatsof Florida or
the dry atmosphereof Colorado, for health,
and find only a grave. The influenceof the
atmosphere— the only remedial agent that
either Florida or Colorado can afford the consumptive— is at best only palliative.The cine

nn uxtonslvobusiness,
will toll you we

REMEDY

other Houses

great

PROF. BEDFORD'S LETTER SHOWING SUPERIORITY-
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E.

TO

guns. Hunt’s Kcracrty

pamphlet

Clarke, Providence, K.I., for illustrated
If yeur druggist don't have it, he will order

PULMONA

it for

|
i

HJ4. ANTHONY IDA

ST.

UUMlHFNtiK CAHti,

nuy

Creative Science;

you.

skeleton before, I am now well stored with fleoh. My
reetoratlon is a marvel to all who know me."
may be ordered through any Dealer In
Medicinsa. Circulars,containingparticularsof many

PULMONA

CABj^Bucosaafd^treat^w^re^Addresi
OSCAR

WMT

IT.

MANHOOD, WOMANHOOD. AND THEIR MUTUAL
INTERRELATIONS;LOVE, ITS LAWS,
POWER, ETC.

Or,

cure8for

The ONLY CORBET

Agents ore selling from 15 to 25 copiesa dty.

COMBINING

Grace, Comfort

and

NATIONAL PUBLISHING CO.,

C.

HAYNEM.

KANSAS
AS
An klegaht new book, aniwering1000 queutlon*
about thif great State; Just out. ISO page* ; 60
engraving*,with an accural* Stats map. 60 ot*.
in paper} H in cloth, postpaid. ^TAMtiTt
WANTED, C.B; BURCH* CO., Pub*., Chicago.

Like an ill wind, and cannot lie mastered too
early. What is a triflingattack of sickness today may, if unattendedto. become a serious
case in a week. Small ailments should bo
nipped in the bud before they blossom into
full-blown maladies:If this advice were at- P-ld to Agents rn two very elegsntand valuoblebooks
on popular subject*, filial with the very finest lllnstroMars, Batum, and Jupiter. Now, you tended to, many a heavy bill for medical at- tion* by noted Artists.Wtohing to place Agents in
haven’ got a stove in the lot with a more tendance might be avoided. When tiie liver EViuBT TOWN on tbeae books at onci, we will give
is disordered,ttie stomach foul, the bowels obAND UNUSUAL COMMIS8ION8
romantic name than 'Ajax,’ and just structed. or the nerves disturbed, resort SPECIAL
to Agent* who apply within TWENTY Pay*. We woe*
imagine folks like us sittin’ wound a should at ouce be had to that supreme reme/ fiend for Circular*.Terms, etc., eto., to the
AMERICAN PUBLISHING CO., Chicago.111.
stove with a ping name like that 1” He dy, Hostetter’s Stomach Bitters, a few doses of
thought he'd look further, and as he which will restore healthy action and put the
KEEPS Potent Partjrmade Drees Shirts, b*t qualiunhitched his team he called ont: Ryrttem in perfect order. It is a wise precau- ty, only plain seems to finish,0 for ffT.
tion to keep this incomparable preventive in
“ Whoa, now, Lady Ertella; stand the house, since it checks, with unrivaled KEEP’S Omtom Shirts to measure,best quality. « for
wound there, Othello \”— Detroit Free promptitnde, disorders which breed other* far
Press.
more dangerous, and in their latest development* are themselves often fatal.
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FARM AND HOME
OF YOUR OWN.
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Gen. Custer’s Widow.

j

Unequilcd lor Beauty,Style k Comfort-

IS

THE TIME TO SECURE

Aptboved by All Fnexcux*.
For Kale by Leading Merchant*

IT.

lea, any else, by twill. In Bat1.6U: CouUl, (l.Tfi Nursing Oor00; Mioses'Contet, gl.OU.
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EXTRA LARGE

I have sold Hatch’s Universal Cough
Syrup for four years. I keep in stock all the
cough remedies considered standard in this
section. None MU so rapidly or give such
general satisfactional “The Universal."
Hadn’t you better try a remedy that is tommended to highly by yonr neighbors?
! l
Edwin P. Failing, Oswego, N. Y.
Sold by J. Blocki A Co., Chicago, HL

WARNER’S

With JSHrt Supin/rOr mi 8*lf-Jidjuttfey Pad*.

ONLY FIVE DOLLARS

the

boat

An Excellent Medicines
factors? b
tiam and
,WlUi

good _____

tilt lit medicinefoe

c

Indegrift.
le Kold'bj all

ssssss

ne^bf*

A letter from the widow of Gen. Cubter to Gen. WqUb, of the Vermont cavalry organisation,written in September
just before the fnneral ceremonies took
place at West Point, has been published. Mrur-Ouster says that wnoe her
recovery she had taxed her nerve in
some work that helped her to forget
herself, and adds: “If the •oldiera
who bo loved their heroic dbmmander
think me worthy to have been hia companion and wife I shall ro to
comforted with Buoh a

Kaljr.XI

HEALTH CORSET

KJEEP*« SHIRTS.

*

BL

Is .GiiMrocfrd cn purely scWmtlfio
...... .....
principles.
The back '» wIkjU- boned
:iiidleft ojwn «t the bipa
laced
nr ntessoreof wearer,end la hj rot wl
in back that the fahttesand bunea
adspt (hetuselves
with nuimdous«•curacyto every curve ,nd undulation
Ol the fluert type or figure. For tale
i y mII tead<ng mnreiisnte.ledy AgraUwaatod. SampWliyniMiltnirwptof 81.6a

Auburn. N. Y.

IT IS.

Chicago.

Beauty!

To mark your Clothing,Book* and
Cards,your noma and fancy Initial
Letter, with Indelible Ink, sent by
mail for 50 Cento.
Send for Circular to

FOW

NEWY0RK.

WEBER’S

CONSUMPTION!

Grows Apace,

READE

j

Rxad thu Statf.mkntfbom a Patient. From T.
J. Corson, College Hill. Cincinnati: “I was In the
last stage of Consumption. In ten days sfter taking
PULMONA my Chill*, Night Sweats and Fxvxb
decreased,and finally altogetherdiaopneared. A mere

TOD
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AGENTS WANTED
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any guroo

itoll,Ac.. Ac.
Price-List, Stencil
vt enoiiHlbio House
onr city.
Hinuo in our
referyou to tiny vceponnlblc
or we re

MEDIC
MED

remWiJ|*uJJr*^t,ju rt * dl,WUQ 0'
is purely vigcta^le and
preparedexpressly f»r the shore di»ea*«.. It hat
mrtd thouta mi*. Lrenr bottlewarranted.SemltoW.

I

ption.

Disrase

the;

NDNEY

of consumptiondepends upon two essential
conditions : 1st, the arrest of the abnormal
breaking down of the tissues, which prevent*
emaciation,and, 2d, the restoration of healthy
nutrition,in order to stop the formation of
tuberculous matter. Fulfill these conditions,
and consumptionis as curable as fever. To
fulfillthese conditions the required remedy
must iucrease the appetite, favor the assimilation of food, and enrich the blood, thus xetarding the development of tubercles. To accomplish this, a more powerful alterative than
Dr. Pierce’s Golden Medical Discovery has
never been discovered. At the same time, it
soothes the irritation of the nervous system
produced by violent coughing, which, in its
turn, so often leads to more serious results.
The use of “expectorants" in consumptionis
absolutely suicidal.For, while removingtite
tubercles already formed, they produce yet
more serious results by inflamingand destroying the sound and healthy tissnes. Consumption requires a remedy that will sootho while it
relieves ; harsh medicines but add fuel to the
flame that already threatens to consume the
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tot aiidliomee’
oan sell any and evenTnlng at
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Dngglate.

SANDAL-WOOD.
A positiveremedy

1

all di*ases of tbe

for

KUloeytv

Bladder and Urinary Orgaaet also, good k
OropNlcal C omplnlDU. It never producesstokoesa^
Hi

BABBITTS TOILET SOAP.

certain

all
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action. It
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foot tupenoding;

other remedies Sixty capsulesrare In six or sight

flays.

No other medicine can do this.
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Look to Your Children

THE GREAT
SOOTHING BEHEDY

Draining in Apia Saotioni.
BY

A. S.

HEATH, M. D.

The advaolngc^of

(Irains

and worthy the fanner’s ooimiderntion.
Stiff soils are more easily and cheaply
worked after draining. Lime and man*
ure» of ail kinds are more uaefal and fio
further. Seed time and barred are ear

and uonutrliiousand almost

and

ague,
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and consumptionare greatly pre-
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vented by proper drainage.
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KLPERDINK,

DRY

PLANTER
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3VCADE CLOTHING

GOODS, GROCERIES, SALT,

Lime, Lath, Land Plaster, Shingles, &c.

BY

JUST INVENTED

CHARLESMULDER.
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READY

Hats and Caps, Boots and Shoes,

A NEW RATENT

CORK
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the vicinity

infected with earth, piaster, or solution*

for the next 30 days in

Short Notice,

cooking purposes.

removed from
of farm-houses;refuae from
the kitchen ahould be depositedupon the
manure heap and mixed with earth or
ground plaster; the vaults and out houses
should be kept clean, and should be dis-

s

Repairing neatly done and at

w iT,:°wa

Mo. Hold by Drnggistaand Dealers In Medicine

Filth of all kinds must be

Call

and see our nice line of LADIES’ DRESS GOODS.

patent will be for sale by November next,

HARRINGTON.

E. J.

Ml be ofered t,<>an 17 r,ghu‘i“d t0WQI> iP right*

w

All offensive Odors about the farmhouse

plainly show that animal or vegetable
matten

are

going

uliillzed for

to

P,‘nl«r will be a cheapermachine,and
other*c^CplMterknowmth

waste that should be

manure, thereby

money, endangering health and
good husbandry will not

wasting

life,

OP—

E. J. KAR/K/IISTG-TO N|

RIVER STREET,

22

The above Arm make a specialtyof cn*tom work.
Guarantee satisfaction.Their price* arc low
enough to compete with any house la the city.
^eykwp conatantlyoThand a choice varfetyol
Ladle* and Children a toe* and gaiters.

pools near the house, nr into water sup- everywhere.
plies for drinking or for

CHEAP CASH STORE

Holland, - - - Hiobigan

Children of

ean,,0,<ier* ,HW,*ht0,,by *eetblnX

Prcpaffd by

ELFERDINK’S

all age*.

barn-yards must be prevented

from entering wells, low ground, or cess-

Great Bargains will be given at tbe

H.

NO.

Holland, Mich., July

14.

P. S. Corn, Oats, Butter, Eggs and Potatoes taken in exchange for goods.

*ULaMm

1877.°’

which

tolerate.

CHA9.

SCHMIDT, AUG. P. SCHMIDT.

The fact that typhoid fevers are more
frequedt in rural districts,and that too
little

cutter of drainage in these sections,should
be sufficientgrounds upon which to urge

L|Nimj;NT

drainageand cleanliness about the house
and out-bouses upon the farm. Sanitary

1

measurers are too importantto be so gen-

The

cellars

should never be permitted to contain

decay.

Cisterns

the house are not desirable,and

rot-
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Johnston, Holloway & Co.
Special Agents, Philad’a.

Thiladelpkia,

.I,h?TS

cow”

been unfortunateIn

are not as readily

_

8be

is

kept for family use; must milk for

the whole season without going dry, and,

an object, she must at
the same time be a good butter cow. She
must have a good body, so that when past
although milk

is

her prime as a milker she will be able to
lay on flesh to

Durham, or

T he

best with

litis

her for the beef butcher.

fit

The above sale is adjourneduntil the 21st day of
November. A. D. 1877, at the same place aud hour
as

Alderney cow in good hands never goes
though the milk is less in quantity
than that given by the Durham, the butter product is much larger from the same
amount of feed. When past use as a

Sheriffof Ottawa Count]/,Mich.

The above sale Is adjourneduntil the 2nd day of
January,A. D. 1878, at the same place aud hour as

a* originallystated.
Dated, Qiuiid Haven. January 2 d. 18T8.

JOGS VERPLANKE.
Sheriffof Ottawa County, Mich,

i

T

^

fogamoog
favor

is

some

Guernsey
cow which plain farmers, and even their
hired help, appreciate. Their good size,

Of
ifoN
m

to

their large average quantity of the richest

milk and the most highly-coloredbutter

known.

There

This is proba&fy the

one purpose for which a
farmer is justifiedIn borrowing money at
ten per cent. That is to build a manure
cellar. There ore few farms which lack
Is but

strongest,

m o/Irqh

These are the points which make

farmers enthusiastic about Gucroeys.”

the ritiremont of my brother. Gorrit
*
Bolks, the late firm of A. Bolka 4 Bro., 1
would announce to the public that all accounts
owing and due to the late firm must be settled at
an early date, and paid to me. The buslnewi wtlt
be carried on by me as heretofore,at the old stand.
Dated, Zeeland, Mich., Jan. 1st. 1878.
to

/

Price, $1.09

per

bottle.

JOHNSTON, fiOLLOWAY* 00.

EDWIN BAXTER,
Circuit Court Ommittioner in and for Ottawa
County, Jtichigcn.
Wm. N. Anoii^ Oernddnani'eMUiter.
4$-7w

money. If
>n can get

G0ID.HSS-™..

to

who

We

mi

wti

t

42-1 v

Proprietor!.

are

preparedto repair all kinds of

confident we can satisfr all whe

Kutaffy, Staiinuj td Paitllt Eqptsi

Planing, Matching,
Or Re-Sawing Done.
WE HAVE

IDIR/Y'
Wti

A

up New Machinery,

SHAFTING,

STEAM

KILIsT

DRYING OK

Setting

Vt^

Ntv Work, Stf

ETC.,

Mon,

Sbafting,

PTJLX.EYS, ETO,
—
—

LUMliSti

SHALL MAKE A

'

SPECIALITY.
DOORS, SASH AND BLINDS,

1^,'1lc,,hav,n« fourteen year* of exper-

Or anything in our line, mannfactured on short

steam, j as and water, we will try and give aatIsfactlonto all that give ns a call.
for

H.

W. YERBEEK &

Co.

Holland. Mich.. May

17,

1877.

i5_ly

MEAT MARKET MODI
— -IJNT

FIRST

THE

—

BOW
bTt

LOST,

“

BOW
B

BUSTOSES

!

«LXBXAT1D 15

BAY on the radical cure (without med
>clnc) of Spermatorrhoea
or Semlni

J7ARD.

Weaknew, Involuntary Seminal Losses, Imp®
tency, Mental and Physical Incapacity. Imped!
menu to Marriage, etc,; also Consumption, Epil

„

Mruh.°t m mMm

my.

•Sent under seal. In a plain envelope, to any ad
dress, poet-paid, on receipt of ala cents or twi
post stamps.
Address the Publishers,

TUG FOR SALE.
TAM
1 on

authorised to sell tbe Steam Tug “Gem’
favorable terms.
Inquir
tulre of
J W A

TkicimwEiLiimo,,

MANLY D HOWARD

Holland.MH’

Holland.

11 Aas St., N«w York; Post OfficeBox. 1686.

1877.

FALL AND

WINTER. 1877

Millinery
And a large stock of

LADIES’

FURNISHING GOODS,
ScaWs, Hoods, Cloaks,

Standard Trimmings, Worsted Goods, Gennantown Canvass, Hats, Feathers, Flowers,

Th, *

Ribbons, Lace Collars, Dress Silks

,

and Cloaking.

.

m

fes

tion is equivalent to a saving of food.

OOODBICE,

ft

BOSMAN.

W.

1876.

1818*

ten o'clock in the
forenoon,at. the front door of the Court House.
In the City of Grand Haven, In aald County of Ottawa, I. the subscriber, * Circuit Court Commls*loner, in and for said County , will sell, at public auctlou. to the highest bidder, the lands and premises
described in said decrc*.to-wit: the southeast
quarter of the south-west quarter of section twentyfour In town sewn north of range fourteen west,
excepting one acre In aooth-enst corner, eight rods
•sat and weat and twenty rod* north and south,
and situate In said County of Otuwa and State
of Michigan.
Dated, Jannary 5, 1678.

• person In
every town to take subscription#
for the largest, cheapest and best lllust rated family
publication In the wor?d. Any one can become a
is not easily earned in these times, but
•pcce**fnl agent. TRe most vfegantwork* of an
U can be mad* In three months by any given fro*
one where the yearly loas by the lack falls m a i i 00* of eltber *ex< ** **7 put of the that almost cvc
port* making o
short of a hundred dollara*— Nkefafipa.
reports taking
All
<*»
all your time to
to
the
wpilt,
or
only
your
spare
moment*.
time. You need
A Good Uat Cutteb will save its cost
night. You can Uv
Full par
oYer 110
d,°r'
in one season. Hay or straw la not
titular*, directions Mpd term* fro*. KlegaM
Wit and
expensive outfit frt*. If yo« want profitable
more nutritious,but it is more easily mastiend us your addres* at onee. It coats nothlt
cated when chaffed ; and a saving of exeries*. No one who engages fat

made

OLABE

J.

26,

Sale.

Chancery Sale.

Fotomary, A. D.

practically good points about a

and general hardiness, in addition

To the Public.
YAWING

In purauance and hy virtue of a decree of said
Circuit Court for the County of Ottawa, in Chancery, made and enteredIn the above entitled cause
on the ttd day of May. A. D. 187'. Aotice U
hereby ones, that op the tweatyfifth day of

cow. An enthusiastic correspondent of
the Agrieuiturittwrites: “There are

very thin), the good

Holland, May

want

and Jan Foudse,Defendant.

and stock breeders in
of the Guernsey breed as a farm

down

aud see our

CLARK 4 GUODRICK.

Thomas Robinson, Lcendert Van
den Ouden, Hendrik Ringolberg

farmers

few milking

_ w

1877.

O

growing feel-

aize of their calvea, their strong appetites

And we

ALBERT BOLK9,
OKRRIT BOLKS.

QTATE

docility the

their naturally thrifty look (comparatively

81,

a call

Of the Mod Approved Patterns;

notUe.
Dated, Zkkland, Mich, Dec.

Great Variety.

HOWARD

we know being
who had a Durham

also a

*.uu

in

dkQA
qpOl/

pure blood and grade Alderney cannot be
auspassed. There

co-partnership
heretof.re existing between the undersigned'
under
the
firm
name
and
style
of
A.
Iro.
i- .L.
V "“"ly
O' U- Bolke
doi** 4
& Br
Jtro.,
hns this day been dlsolved by mutual consent. All
-counts with said Jate firm will be aettled by A.

OrgaiFor

the best butter cows

dam and Alderney sire. For

4-6m

ken's nnutisimro moos.

Enrols or

Give us

RAPIDS. MICH.

mosisrrx:
Planing Mill.

rissolntion Notice.
J

in

Goods.

.t.\7> 77//*;

IN

MERCHANT TAILOR,

ep*y aud Hi* inducedby self-indulgence or sexoi
extravagance. 4c.
By- Price in sealed envelope, only six cents.
The undersigned nnnounce* to the Public thm
1 ho celebrated author. In this admirableBssav
they have finishedtheir new Meat-Market,and are clearlydemonstrate*,from a thirt> years’»ucce*i
WILL purchase a first-clasainstrument now ready to supply tholrcustemerswith all kind* ful practice, that the alarming couscqnonces o
that cost $220. when nuw.
of Meats and Sausages. By promptness and fair self-abusemay, be radicallycured without the dan
4 McBRIDE.
dealing they feel confident of giving satisfaction to gerous use of internal medicine or the applicalioi
Holland, Dec. 2tth, 1877.
of the knife, pointing out a mode of cure at one
all those who wish to favor them with part ofthelt
trade.
simple,certain aud effectual, hy means of wblcl
every sufferer, no matter what his condition m*i
The stand Is one door west of O. J. Havaikate 4 be. may cure himself cheaply, privately aud ram
OP MICHIGAN: The Circnit Court for Sop’s Hardware Store.
the County of Ottawa— In Chancery.
W. BCTKAU.
IW" This Lecture should be In the bands o
Ann Robinson,Complainant.
J. VAN ZOEREN.
every youth and every man in the land.
vt.
Holland. Jnly 14,1878.

<‘tbs blood follows the

fine large animals,

1877.

ALBERT BOLKS.

’r

tion where only one or ttvo cows are kept.

of

VANDERVEEN.

W. R0SMAN,

J.

Sheriff Of Ottawa Count]/ Michigan.

The al)ove sale 1* adj urned until the 1st day of
February. A. D. 1878. ai the same place and hour

kind give great satisfac-

sire,” will be found true in this case,

26,

JOGS VERPLANKE.

The good
both breeds ore united in a
cross between the Alderney and Durham,

The old saying that

of Parlor

VTOTICE Is hereby given that the

JOGS VERPLANKE,

frame for profitable beef.

this

Holland, Sept.

The above sale is adjournednntC. the 17th day of
December, A. D. 1877, at the same place aud hour

qualitiesof

and grades of

large assortmemt

GRAND

14-lT

Stoves,

Shmff of Ottawa County, Mich.

as originallystated.
Dated, November 22nd. 1877.

share

your Patronage.

J.

milker, however, Ihe Alderney is too small

m

A

JUGS VERPLANKE.

as a class, dry too long to meet the other originallystitod.
Dated, Gbawp Haven. December 17th. 1877.
requisites of the cow sought for. The

dry,

of

originallystated.
Dated, Novemoer lith, 1877.

short-horn breed complies

latter requirement,but ure,

^

a

offered very cheap at

Is

Hats & Caps

Pro,,

of

CLOTHING

BOYS’

eiM In rc-buildiog our new shop we have pur
chased entire new Machinery,

Promptly Repaired.
Call and see and give us

<£•

GOODS,

a fine lot

CANAL STREET,

77

Tinware very Neatly and

JOOH VERPLANKE.

wU!.,,a

found combined

in any one breed as might at first appear.

Krtt;1

sr

Michigan, according to the United State* *urvey;

and shall offer the same for sale, or such portion of
*aid property a* may be neco**ary to *ati*fy *aid
his selection of an animal, from not being execution, with cost and collection fees, at public
yendue, to the highestbidder therefor,a* one
familiar with the characteristicisof the ©clock In the afternoon of the
breed, it is hardly fair to condemn the Twelfth d»7 of HoTaabn, S.D.lg'n,
at the front door of the Court House, In the City
whole class of which it is a representative. of Grand Haven, Ottawa County,Michigan.
Dated, Gb»nd Hat**, Sept. aith. aVd. 1877.
The requirements of the “best farmers’

Chas. Schmidt

Hardware Store

Cor. Eighth and Fun Strefj’s,
tc$,®d on the seventh day of May.
Scarcely half a dozen farmers can be
a*a,,u,.,Lthe N00^ »nd chattel*,and for
the want thereof, then against the land* and tenefound together who will agree as to the
Brocker. and tome directed and
upon all the right, title
best breed of cows for the use of the farmand Interestof John Brocker, the defendantnsmed
er. In many cases this arises from the In said execution, In aud to the following described
",t?*led ,n tbe County of Ottawa. State
fact that too many Judge a whole breed or Michigan, to-wit: The south-westquarter (k)
by some single specimen which may have of the north-east quarter (X) of section fifteen(15).
V' nortib ra2*f B,xtecu ('«) west; Alt
fallen under their nolice. There are poor said land and premisesbeing situated In the t wn- keep constantlyon hand a completestock of General Hardware, Stoves, Glass, Naifs, Farming Im
cows of every breed, and because in the , £i0L. nd Hav.en’ c°unty of Otuwa and State
of

-

israrw

,n.\

first instance one has

And

Dealer in all kinds of American and Foreign Marble
and Granite.

Sheriff’! Sale.
Th» Faratri’ Oow-What QualitiesShe DT virtue of a writ of execution,iseued out
JLJ of and under the seal of the Circuit Court for
Should ?oesey.
the County of Ottawa, and State of Michl-

o

Arrival

kind* of

all

WETTER

o-

both the
Engish & Dutch Languages.

9!Vc,t pHli

other diseases.

SK

kinds and sizes.

all

Inscriptions cut in

MFMCIAL AGENTS,

ague, diphtheria or

Of

PASTILLES

|

JOHNSON, HOLLOWAY &

a filthy and dilapidated condition too often

become the source of

I

viUpodHttly cure <% alnod

under

when

» t I

This it the fined Liniment in the

ting vegetables,wood, straw, and other
reluse in a state of

’

A New

ifeii

attention la paid to the important

erally discardedby farmers.

I I I

WEHSBERG, Principal.

—

Cure* Diarrhoea. Dyaentery and

the Infant*’ and

To prevent typhoid fever, drainage from WMydother
slnka

W. &

NOTICE

(•nrw Colic and Griping loth*
Bowel*- and facilitate*“>e P1-0*
ce*a of Teething.

Relieve* pain, weakness or exhanation In 15 or Sdmlnntea.giv.
log ton* and power to thn system.

typbo malarial, fever, rheumatism, bron
cbitis,

c. O. 8

FOR CHILDREN.

m

Crops of great value take the place of
valueless products. Fever

!

Soothing Syrup

.

oropa are produced and of better qhnllly.

;>oor, scanty

Training School. K.
For circular*or information cull
at the College Office, or addre**,

Subdnca Convnl*lon*audw,0rj»e* all diaoaae* Inddout to Infanta and Children.

and more profitable;and larger

ier, surer

ATE jour
t'DPCATE
your ron* and daughter* ut the
"nd Rapid* Bu*lue** College nnd Priciltml
Tj <irnnd

WHITCOMB’S ' -

MRS.

are nuraerou?

TO PARENTS.

!

L.

&

S.

VAN DEN REROE,

eighth street

- - -

KOI*X-AXQrX>/

MIC3

